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Abstract
Background: Thromboembolism is one of the major complications of circulatory assist devices pro-
viding a bridge to patients worldwide who are waiting for a heart transplant. Thrombosis is initiated by
the adherence of platelets at the surface with rapid accumulation of additional platelets. Because most
of artificial materials are known to be thrombogenic it is necessary to understand to which extent blood
flow influences the adhesion of platelets and their deposition. In this thesis, test cases like parallel flow
in a parallel plates chamber and non-parallel flow in a stagnation point chamber are investigated by
using a model of platelet adhesion, activation and aggregation. The thrombus growth can be influenced
through the model parameters for the parameters study and fitted to experimental data. The shear-
dependent adhesion is modeled through the wall reaction rate. The accuracy of the model in predicting
thrombus growth may be then evaluated for further improvement of the model. The goal of the model
is to optimize the physiological compatibility of modern blood pumps or other artificial organs.
Results: Adhesion rates for collagen coated surfaces and glass surfaces were obtained by fitting sim-
ulation parameters to experimental results for flow in a parallel plates chamber and a stagnation point
chamber. These parameters were used to simulate the effects of flow on the platelets.
Conclusions: Fitting the model parameters requires a parameter study to firstly understand the influ-
ence of each parameter on thrombus growth under different flow conditions. With this understanding it
is possible to find the physiological model parameter fit to respective experimental data. The model can
describe the shear-dependent adhesion for a variety of different flow conditions as long as the functional
representation of wall shear stress is well-known and not too complex.

Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Blood clotting and thrombus formation are important physiological processes which help to prevent
blood loss from an injured blood vessel. However, the formation of a thrombus within a blood ves-
sel (thrombosis) can lead to obstruction of blood vessels due to a growing wall thrombus or embolism
(transport of a thrombus in the blood stream). Both phenomena can result in severe health risks. Throm-
bosis often leads to stroke, heart infarct, pulmonary embolism and other complications which can cause
death of the patient. Platelet deposition is recognized as one of the initial events of thrombogenesis.
It is essential that the parameters of the adhesion process can be identified and analyzed. Once the
processes of wall adhesion and thrombus growth are understood and modeled, it will be possible to
control and eventually predict thrombus formation.
To examine the mechanisms of the adhesion process numerical simulation is applied to various flow
systems since the factors affecting the process cannot be assessed independently during experiments.
For this study we have chosen experiments with clearly defined flow conditions, similar to physio-
logical blood flow. Beside shear stress which influences strongly the activation of platelets and their
adhesion to the vessel wall, further parameters, e.g., parameters describing platelet specific behav-
ior or the thrombogenic properties of materials in contact with blood, must be taken into account to
obtain a satisfying qualitative and where possible quantitative agreement with existing experimental
data. Therefore, this thesis examines to which extent platelet adhesion is influenced by the variation of
various model parameters.
1.2 Objectives and structure of this thesis
The objective of this thesis is to apply a model of platelet adhesion, activation and aggregation to paral-
lel and non-parallel flows. It is attempted to find the best model parameter values for each application.
Chapter 1 contains a brief introduction into the field of platelet research, describes a mathematical
model of platelet reactions and closes with some remarks on the numerical analysis method and previ-
ous works. Chapter 2 presents the flow chamber, a discussion of model parameters and the comparison
of numerical results with experimental data. Non-parallel flow in the stagnation point flow chamber
and the numerical results for adhesion are analyzed in chapter 3. Chapter 4 provides an outlook on
some additions and improvements to be made in the future.
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1.3 Blood physiology
Blood has three general functions. First, blood contributes to homeostasis (Greek: hómos "similar"
and stásis "standing still") by transporting oxygen, carbon dioxide, nutrients, and hormones to and
from the body’s cells. Human homeostasis refers to the body’s ability to regulate physiologically
its inner environment to ensure its stability in response to fluctuations in the outside environment.
Second, blood helps regulate body pH and temperature. Third, it provides protection against disease
through phagocytosis, production of antibodies, and clotting to protect against excessive blood loss
of the cardiovascular system after an injury [29]. Blood is a connective tissue composed of a liquid
extracellular matrix called blood plasma that dissolves and suspends various cells and cell fragments.
In order to understand the properties of whole blood we should first consider some characteristics of
plasma and the suspended elements in it.
Plasma
Plasma itself is a pale yellow transparent fluid containing numerous low molecular weight organic
and inorganic materials in low concentration, and about 7 % by weight of protein. Plasma can be
obtained by removing the cells from blood that has been prevented from coagulating. Serum has the
same appearance as plasma, but is obtained by allowing blood to coagulate and removing the clot.
Thus, it lacks the plasma constituents involved in clotting, in particular fibrinogen [8].
Suspended elements
The elements suspended in plasma are the blood cells, and the liquid droplets called chylomicrons.
These droplets, which have diameters in the region of 0.2-0.5 µm, are part of the fat transport mecha-
nism of the circulation. However, they are in such low concentration as to have no significant effect on
the viscosity or osmotic pressure of the plasma [8]. Several types of cells are present in the circulating
blood, but we focus attention particularly on erythrocytes, or red blood cells (RBCs), and platelets in
this thesis. Red blood cells are the only cells which significantly influence the mechanical properties of
blood because they are present in high concentration. The percentage of total blood volume occupied
by RBCs is called hematocrit. The normal range of hematocrit for adult females is 38 − 40%, for adult
males is 40 − 54% [29].
When suspended unstressed in plasma, or other isotonic fluid, the red blood cell is a highly flexible
biconcave disc with a diameter of 7-8 µm. The red blood cells have tendency to aggregate. If blood
is smeared onto a microscope slide the red blood cells can be seen to attach themselves side-by-side
to form stacks which are called rouleaux. The process of rouleaux formation depends on the presence
of certain large asymmetric macromolecules in the external environment, particularly fibrinogen and
globulins. Rouleaux can develop in vivo, as well as in vitro, at low shear rates. They are important
because of their influence on the viscosity of blood at low shear rates [8].
Viscous properties of blood
Blood viscosity in flow varies with shear rate. When the shear rate is about 100-200 s−1, which
is typical for many blood vessels in vivo, the non-Newtonian behavior becomes insignificant, and the
apparent viscosity approaches an asymptotic value, which is in the range 3-4 ·10−3 Nsm−2. The reasons
for this shear-thinning property are the disaggregation of the rouleaux and the orienting of individual
RBCs. However, with reduction of the shear rate the apparent viscosity increases slowly, until at a shear
rate of less than 1 s−1 it rises extremely steeply. Suspensions of red blood cells in plasma at hematocrits
up to about 12% are found to be Newtonian at all shear rates, although they have a higher viscosity than
plasma (see figure 1.1). When the hematocrit is further raised, not only the viscosity of the suspension
increases, but non-Newtonian behavior is observed, detectable first at very low shear rate [8].
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Figure 1.1: Relationship between viscosity and shear rate for human blood cells suspended in
their own anticoagulated plasma for varying hematocrit [8].
1.4 Hemostasis and thrombosis
1.4.1 Hemostasis
Hemostasis or haemostasis (Greek: aimóstasis, from aíma "blood" + stásis "standing still" ), not to be
confused with the very similar term homeostasis, is a sequence of responses that stops bleeding. When
blood vessels are damaged or ruptured, the hemostatic response must be quick, localized to the region
of damage, and carefully controlled in order to be effective. Three mechanisms which reduce blood loss
are: (1) vascular spasm, (2) platelet plug formation, and (3) blood clotting (coagulation) (Figure1.2).
When successful, hemostasis prevents hemorrhage, the loss of a large amount of blood from the vessels
[29].
Figure 1.2: Hemostasis [18]
In hemostasis, platelets play the most important role. Platelets are the smallest of the many types
of cells in circulating blood, averaging only 2.0 to 5.0 µm in diameter, 0.5 µm in thickness, having a
7
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mean cell volume of 6 to 10 femtoliters and a 7- to 10-day life span. Between 150,000 and 400,000
platelets are present in each microliter of blood. Platelets are disc-shaped and have many granules
but no nucleus [29]. Considering their small size, platelets store an impressive array of chemicals.
Figure 1.3: Platelet states and their shapes under scanning electron microscope (SEM) [19].
Many granules contain clotting factors, ADP (adenosine diphosphate), ATP (adenosine triphosphate),
Ca++, and serotonin. Also present are enzymes that produce thromboxane A2, a prostaglandin, fibrin-
stabilizing factor, which helps to strengthen a blood clot, lysosomes, some mitochondria, membrane
systems that take up and store calcium provide channels for release of the contents of granules and
glycogen. Also platelets contain the platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF), a hormone that can cause
proliferation of vascular endothelial cells, vascular smooth muscle fibers, and fibroblasts to help repair
damaged blood vessel walls [29].
Platelet plug formation consists of three main steps: adhesion, activation and aggregation (Figure
1.4). Initially, platelets are in contact with components of a damaged blood vessel, such as collagen
fibers of the connective tissue underlying the damaged endothelial cells. This process is called platelet
adhesion. Key to this event is the presence of receptors on the platelet surface that can bind to collagen
and glycoprotein which are exposed due to vessel wall damage.
Due to adhesion the platelets become activated. They lose their rounded shape, putting out many
protuberances called pseudopodia (see figure 1.3) that enable them to contact and interact with the
other platelets. In this phase they also liberate the contents of their granules. Liberated ADP and
thromboxane A2 play a major role in activation of nearby platelets. Serotonin and thromboxane A2
function as vasoconstrictors, causing and sustaining contraction of vascular smooth muscle, which
decreases blood flow through the injured vessel.
The release of ADP makes other platelets in the area sticky, and the stickiness of the newly recruited
and activated platelets causes them to adhere to the originally activated platelets. This gathering of
platelets is called platelet aggregation. Eventually, the accumulation and attachment of large numbers
of platelets form a mass called a platelet plug [29].
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Figure 1.4: Platelet plug formation [20].
The coagulation cascade involves a complex set of protease reactions involving roughly 30 different
proteins. The final result of these reactions is to convert fibrinogen, a soluble protein to insoluble
strands of fibrin. Together with platelets, the fibrin strands form a stable blood clot.
1.4.2 Thrombosis
Clots sometimes form within the cardiovascular system when blood flows inside a blood vessel. This
process of clotting is called thrombosis. The clot itself is called thrombus and may dissolve sponta-
neously. If it remains intact, however, the thrombus may become dislodged and be swept away in the
blood. A blood clot, bubble of air, fat from broke bones, or a piece of debris transported by the blood-
stream is called an embolus. An embolus that breaks away from the arterial wall may be transported to
a smaller-diameter artery downstream and block blood flow to a vital organ [8].
The process differs at different sites in the circulation, probably being strongly influenced by the
local fluid mechanics. The venous thrombosis particularly likely to occur in older patients who are
undergoing surgery or are immobile in bed for long periods. In arteries on the other hand the structure
of thrombi is different; the first portion of the thrombus to be formed, the ’head’, is made up largely of
aggregated platelets on which layers of fibrin and blood cells are subsequently deposited [8].
1.4.3 Virchow’s Triad
Rudolf Virchow, a German physician and pathologist observed the independence of various parameters
leading to thrombus formation. He presented the three broad categories of factors that are thought to
contribute to thrombosis:
• Changes in the blood composition
• Changes in the vessel wall
• Changes in the blood flow
Virchow’s triad still provides a framework for understanding the underlying causes of thromboem-
bolism and bleeding observed clinically. This approach remains useful to analyze the biocompatibility
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of any blood-contacting device. With the development of prosthetic devices and artificial organs, the
studies of platelet adhesion and thrombus formation become very important in assessing the compat-
ibility of biomaterials with blood [11]. The two first factors mentioned in Virchow’s triad have been
thoroughly investigated and well understood today. However, the effect of rheological conditions - the
flow - is less well understood.
1.5 Flow effects on platelet adhesion
1.5.1 Shear-rate dependent blood viscosity
The relevant fluid dynamic factors describing the influence of flow on platelet adhesion are shear rate
and shear stress. The highest flow gradient is near the vessel wall and the flow gradient near the axis
of the vessel is almost absent. As a consequence, the shear rate describes the flow characteristics near
the vessel wall surface. In the case of a liquid obeying Newton’s second law, shear stress τ is linearly
related to the shear rate γ˙ by a factor of dynamic viscosity η [12].
τ = η · γ˙. (1.1)
Blood is not a Newtonian fluid, the viscosity is not constant, but decreases with increasing shear rates
(see 1.3) which is why blood is called a shear-thinning fluid. The Reynolds number (Re) represents the
ratio between inertial forces and viscous forces. Re can be defined as:
Re =
ρuL
η
, (1.2)
where u is the velocity and L is the characteristic length. Re is used to characterize different flow
regimes such as laminar or turbulent flow. In a long straight tube laminar flow occurs at Re <2300,
where viscous forces are dominant. Turbulent flow occurs at Re>2500 and is dominated by inertial
forces which tend to produce random eddies, vortices and other flow instabilities.
1.5.2 Shear-rate dependent adhesion
It has long been recognized in artificial organ design that fluid stagnation within the blood flow path
will lead to thrombus formation. This is due to a combination of local increase in thrombogenic agonist
concentration and cellular deposition in the low shear environment. Shear influences platelet adhesion
not only by mediating convective transport of platelets to the vessel wall. Platelet adhesion is dependent
on adhesive proteins in the vessel wall that interact with specific receptors on the platelet membrane.
Each adhesive protein appears to have a specific range of shear rates for which it supports platelet
adhesion when tested as purified proteins (see table 1.1). The most important adhesive proteins are
collagen, VWF (von Willebrand factor), and fibronectin. Moreover, fibrinogen has been shown to
promote platelet adhesion, whereas the presence of albumin on a surface can render it less thrombogenic
by reducing the number of adherent platelets. The shear rate dependency is determined by the affinity of
platelet receptors for the specific adhesive proteins. When the shear stresses become large, detachment
of platelets occurs [12].
1.5.3 Shear-rate dependent diffusion
One of the main factors determining platelet adhesion is the transport of platelets towards the vessel
wall surface. This transport occurs by two processes: diffusion and convection. Diffusion of platelets
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Protein Adhesion receptor Optimal shear (s−1) Cations
Fibrinogen αIIbβ3 500-1000 Not necessary
Fibronectin α5β1 and αIIbβ3 300 Not necessary
Collagen type I and type III α2β1 and GPVI >4000 Mg2+
Collagen type IV α2β1 1600 Mg2+
VWF GPIb and αIIbβ3 >4000 Not necessary
Table 1.1: Characteristics of platelet adhesion to purified proteins [12]
in plasma when no red blood cells are present is random and the result of Brownian motion of the
platelets, representing the movement of particles relative to the average fluid motion. Convection is the
movement of platelets with the fluid and is the result of flow. In the absence of flow, platelet transport
takes place by diffusion; in flowing blood convection forces predominate. With increasing shear rates,
more platelets will be transported to the vessel wall. For the case of subendothelium in blood vessels
platelet adhesion to surfaces therefore increases with increasing shear rate, up to approximately 2000
s−1. At higher shear rates, platelet adhesion remains more or less unchanged until shear rates of 5000
s−1 and above [12].
Red blood cells have a profound influence on platelet distribution within a vessel. Platelet transport
is driven by the shear rate of the blood in combination with the presence of red blood cells. The
distribution of red blood cells in flowing blood is not homogeneous. At increasing shear rate, the red
blood cells migrate toward the middle of the vessel. The smaller platelets are pushed aside toward the
vessel surface due to collisions with the red blood cells. This phenomenon is called platelet skimming.
The rotation of the red blood cells further translocates the platelets to the wall. The diffusivity of
platelets in response to red blood cells can increase up to three orders of magnitude. The consequence is
that the local concentration of platelets near the vessel wall increases with increasing shear rate. Under
physiological conditions, a thin red blood cell-free layer exists at the vessel wall. The width of this
boundary layer with a high concentration of platelets depends on the shear rate. The concentration of
the platelets in the boundary layer is not only determined by the fluid dynamics but also by consumption
of platelets via attachment to the vessel wall. The residence time of the platelets in the boundary layer
is an important factor determining the initial steps of adhesion and thrombus formation. Thus, the
increased platelet adhesion and thrombus growth observed in a vessel with increasing shear rate is
dependent on 2 mechanisms, convection in the direction of blood flow and diffusion perpendicular to
flow [12]. The Péclet number represents the ratio between the convective term and the diffusion term.
Pe =
uL
2D
, (1.3)
where L is the characteristic length, u is the velocity and D is the diffusion coefficient.
1.5.4 Diffusion controlled and reaction controlled processes
Two rate-limiting mechanisms determine the number of platelets adhering at a certain shear rate. When
the wall shear rate is low (< 300 s−1), adhesion is controlled by mass transport of platelets if the reaction
rate is much greater than the diffusive transport. Due to the low wall shear rate, platelets can be slow
to reach the surface, convective diffusion dominates the kinetics of the reaction at the surfaces. We
also say that the process is diffusion limited or diffusion controlled. The adhesion process must not be
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diffusion limited even at low wall shear rate in the case where the reaction is too slow e.g. when whole
blood at low shear rates is exposed to moderately thrombogenic polymer surfaces [1]. In the vascular
system when the wall shear rate is high (> 1300 s−1), the adhesion is controlled by the reaction kinetics
of the interaction of the platelet membrane receptors and the adhesive proteins in the vessel wall. Due
to the high wall shear rate, platelets are transported to the surface much more rapidly than they can
react with the surface. The amount of platelets that can adhere at the wall is limited by the reaction
rate. In this case we say that the process is reaction limited or reaction controlled. In the intermediate
area, both processes contribute [12].
A dimensionless number which measures the ratio of surface reactivity to platelet diffusivity is the
Damkohler number. Damkohler number is the ratio of the time it takes particles to cover a characteristic
distance x by diffusion, to the time it takes some reaction to be completed. The Damkohler number is
given as
Da =
k · x
DPLT
, (1.4)
where k is the reaction rate and DPLT is the diffusion coefficient of platelet.
1.6 Applied model for numerical simulation of blood flow and
platelet reactions
In order to simulate either the flow or platelet reactions, certain equations and models which govern the
flow, species transport and reactions are applied. The blood flow profile can be first achieved by solving
the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations for the velocity components and the pressure, where blood
flow is considered an isothermal, incompressible, single phase and viscous flow in bounded domain Ω
and boundary Γ. The conservation of momentum and mass equations are:
ρ
(
∂u
∂t
+ u · ∇u − f
)
− ∇ · σ(u, p) = 0 on Ω, (1.5)
∇ · u = 0 on Ω, (1.6)
where u is the flow velocity, ρ is the test fluid density, p is the pressure, σ is the fluid stress tensor and
f represents body forces (per unit mass) acting on the fluid. For a Newtonian fluid, the stress tensor σ
is given as:
σ(u, p) = −pI + T (u), (1.7)
T (u) = 2ηε(u), (1.8)
where I is the identity tensor; T is the viscous stress; η is the viscosity; ε(u) = 12 (∇u + (∇u)T ) is the
rate of strain tensor.
The simulation of platelet transport and reaction is based on the models proposed by Sorensen [26],
also described and modified by Waluga in his thesis [30]. A coupled set of advection-diffusion-reaction
equations is written, each of which has the general form describing the transport of species i in a
bounded domain Ω due to advection, diffusion and reaction:
∂ci
∂t
+ (u·∇)ci = ∇ · (Di∇ci) + S i, (1.9)
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where ci refers to the concentration of species i; u is the known velocity field of the surrounding fluid;
Di is the diffusivity of species i and S i represents a reaction term for species i, describing their creation
and destruction.
Let us now understand the terms of the model. The schematic representation of the model is shown
in figure 1.5. This model considers blood as the test fluid with addition of citrate or another inhibitor
of the coagulation cascade so that ADP is the only relevant platelet activating agonist. Platelets can
be in a resting state (resting platelet RP) or an activated state (activated platelet AP). They both can
adhere to a surface. There are two lumped parameters that describe their adhesion rate to surfaces: krs
for adhesion rate of RP and kas for adhesion rate of AP. They are both dependent on the chemical and
mechanical properties of the surface, i.e., the chemical reactivity of the material and surface roughness.
However, they can only be determined through parameter studies. Their values are constant for parallel
flow where wall shear rate does not change. Their values have to be computed based on the shear field
or expressed as a functional representation of shear rate for non-parallel flow or other cases where the
shear rate produced at the wall is not constant. Furthermore, kas should be greater than krs as AP is
more adhesive than RP is. APs can also adhere to already wall adherent APs with a rate of kaa or
irreversibly aggregate to form a doublet aggregate (Agg) due to collision with other APs in flow and
subsequent fibrinogen mediated binding . Resting platelets can activate upon adhesion to the wall or
Figure 1.5: Model: Adhesion, activation and aggregation of platelets
activate in flow when they are exposed to an agonist concentration above a threshold level. During their
activation, it is assumed that platelets release all their agonist contents instantaneously. The reaction
term S RP describes the activation process.
S RP = −kpa[RP] (1.10)
with kpa =
0 for [apr] < [apr]crit[apr]
[apr]tact
for [apr] > [apr]crit
(1.11)
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where [apr]crit = 2 µM(1M = 1 molliter ) is the critical concentration of the platelet released agonist ADP
and the activation time tact is assumed to be 1 s.
A single AP can attach to another single AP through collision. In this model, only doublet aggregates
are modeled by means of the capture frequency jc of colliding platelets. According [6], this capture
frequency can be estimated from the ratio of the capture frequency to the collision frequency ( js) - the
capture efficiency α0:
α0 =
jc
js
, (1.12)
with α0 =
53
G
[33], (1.13)
and js([AP]) =
32
2
GR3PLT [AP][25], (1.14)
where G is the average shear rate; RPLT is platelet radius (around 1.005 µm). The reaction term for AP
increases due to activation of RP and decreases with the formation of doublets.
S AP = kpa[RP] − 12 jc[AP] (1.15)
When assuming that each RP releases the same amount of λapr = 2.40 · 10−8 nmol of agonist during
activation, its reaction term S apr turns to:
S apr = λ apr kpa [RP]. (1.16)
Boundary conditions
For boundary conditions, Sorensen proposed a saturation effect that prevents additional platelet ad-
hesion at the wall once the maximal capacity of the surface for platelets, M∞ is reached. Waluga
estimated the maximum capacity of around M∞ = 8 · 104PLT/mm2 from Brash et al. [7]. The per-
centage of the free surface available for adhesion S(x,t) and the already covered surface M(x,t) are
computed as
M(x, t) =
∫ t
0
S (x, t)(krs[RP] + kas[AP])dt, (1.17)
S (x, t) = 1 − M(x, t)
M∞
. (1.18)
Reactivity of surfaces to platelets is simulated by prescribing reactive wall flux boundary conditions.
Reactive wall flux boundary condition (BC) for RPs (PLT · mm−2s−1):
JRP(x, t) = S (x, t)krs[RP] (1.19)
Reactive wall flux BC for APs (PLT · mm−2s−1):
JAP = (S (x, t)kas + (1 − S (x, t))kaa)[AP] (1.20)
Reactive wall flux BC for ADP (nmol · mm−2s−1):
Japr = −λapr S (x, t)krs[RP] (1.21)
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Table 1.2: Variables of ADR-equations and their scaling factors
Variables Non-dimensional variables Scaling with
[RP], [AP] [RP]*, [AP]* Initial concentration [PLT ]∞
t t* Characteristic time tre f
x x* Characteristic length lre f
[apr] [apr]* [apr]crit
u and ki u* and ki*
lre f
tre f
Di Di* l2re f /tre f
M(x, t) M(x, t)* Maximum capacity of surface M∞
The ADR-equations with their wall fluxes can be written in non-dimensional form by scaling with
several characteristic quantities shown in table 1.2 for a convenient application of numerical simulation
where Di with i ∈ {RP, AP, ADP, Agg} and ki with i ∈ {rs, as, aa}. The parameters Act, AGG and Min f ty
are introduced during the transformation of equations (1.16), (1.15) and (1.17) into a dimensionless
form. These numbers are defined as
Act :=
λapr [PLT ]∞
[apr]crit
=
2.4 · 10−8 nmolPLT · 3 · 105 PLTmm3
2 · 105 nmolmm3
= 3.6, (1.22)
AGG :=
tre fα0
2
js([PLT ]∞) =
1
2
tre f · 53
γ˙ · s ·
32
3
γ˙R3PLT [PLT ]∞
=
848
3
tre f R3PLT [PLT ]∞ =
848
3
· 1 · (1.005 · 10−3)3mm3 · 3 · 105 PLT
mm3
= 0.086, (1.23)
Min f ty : =
M∞
[PLT ]∞
=
8 · 104 PLTmm2
3 · 105 PLTmm3
= 0.267 mm. (1.24)
AGG, Act and Min f ty are also lumped parameters like krs, kas and kaa.
Applying 1.9 for the concentrations of resting platelets [RP]*, activated platelets [AP]* and one
platelet released agonist [ADP]* leads to a system of partial differential equations where the several
equations are mutually coupled by the reaction terms. A summary of the ADR-equations and their flux
boundary conditions are given below.
∂[RP]∗
∂t∗
+ (u∗ · ∇)[RP]∗ = ∇ · (D∗RP∇[RP]∗) + (−k∗pa)[RP]∗ (1.25)
∂[AP]∗
∂t∗
+ (u∗ · ∇)[AP]∗ = ∇ · (D∗AP∇[AP]∗) + k∗pa[RP]∗ − AGG([AP]∗)2 (1.26)
∂[ADP]∗
∂t∗
+ (u∗ · ∇)[ADP]∗ = ∇ · (D∗ADP∇[ADP]∗) + Actk∗pa[RP]∗ (1.27)
J∗RP(x, t) = S (x, t)k
∗
rs[RP]
∗ (1.28)
J∗AP(x, t) = (S (x, t)k
∗
as + (1 − S (x, t)k∗aa)[AP]∗ (1.29)
J∗ADP(x, t) = −Act S (x, t) k∗rs[RP]∗ (1.30)
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1.7 Numerical simulation method
1.7.1 Numerical solver
Simulations were performed by using XNS (Executable Navier Stokes) Simulation program with ADR-
extension on high-performance computers. XNS is a finite element flow simulation program that is
currently in development at the Chair for Computational Analysis of Technical Systems (CATS) at
RWTH Aachen University. The original XNS code was extended such that it is possible to solve not
only the Navier-Stokes equations but also systems of coupled advection-diffusion-reaction equations
with reactive wall boundaries.
1.7.2 The finite element method
There are many practical engineering problems for which we cannot obtain exact solutions. To deal
with such problems we resort to numerical approximation. In contrast to analytical solutions, which
show the exact behavior of a system at any point within the system, numerical solutions approximate
exact solutions only at discrete points, called nodes. The first step of any numerical procedure is
discretization. This process divides the domain of interest into a number of small sub regions (elements)
and nodes. The most commonly applied numerical method is the finite element method (FEM). Because
FEM can be adapted to problems of great complexity and unusual geometry, they are an extremely
powerful tool in the solution of important problems in heat transfer, fluid mechanics, and mechanical
systems. FEM uses integral formulation rather than differential equations to create a system of algebraic
equations. Moreover, a continuous function is assumed to represent the approximate solution for each
element. A system of partial differential equations (PDE) defining a mathematical model can be solved
using the FEM.
FEM tries to find an approximate solution of PDEs by solving a discretized form of the governing
equations. Since the 1970s the Galerkin finite-element method has been the prevailing method used
in structural mechanics. However, in the context of fluid flow simulations, the Galerkin method ex-
hibits stability problems, e.g. negative numerical diffusion which may result in spurious node-to-node
oscillations in velocity for advection-dominated flow. Upwinding schemes, streamline-upwind/Petrov-
Galerkin (SUPG) methods [22] were developed to overcome these shortcomings of the Galerkin method.
A comprehensible introduction to the FEM is given in [13]. For details on the implementation of a FEM
code refer to [24].
1.7.3 The computational platforms
For the parallel plates application simulations were performed on CATS Hydra and AICES Xeon plat-
forms. For the stagnation point flow application simulations were performed on BlueGene/P super-
computers in Garching and in Juelich. Typically computations were performed with 8-16 processors
on Hydra, 16-32 processors on Xeon and 2048-4096 processors on BlueGene/P. Scalability was good
for the mentioned number of CPUs.
1.8 Previous works
Several research groups applied mathematical models for analytical and numerical solution of platelet
transport and reactions. David et al. [28] introduced both analytic and numerical models for a steady-
state stagnation point flow. Models consider only adhesion of pre-activated platelet at the bottom
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plate of the chamber. The reaction boundary condition was modeled by equating the mass diffusion
with reaction at the adhesion surface where it is assumed that platelets adhere to the surface at a rate
proportional to the platelet concentration at the wall. The reaction rate is a linear function of wall shear
stress. Results from David et al. for platelet concentration and flux at the surface in the neighborhood
of the stagnation point show a good agreement with experiments. However, downstream of where
the maximum adhesion occurs the analysis indicates a stronger adhesion. The mathematical model
reported by Weller et al. [32] resulted in the same overprediction of platelet flux distal to the observed
maximum adhesion position although their models provide a better agreement with experiment. Weller
et al. used a more complex model which considers not only the dependence of the reaction rate on the
wall shear stress but also the surface reactivity changes due to the adhesion of platelets on the surface
and adherence of platelets. Their computational mesh was locally refined at the bottom plate of the
chamber. Both research groups computed the stagnation point flow only in 2 dimensions.
Lourens et al. [21] derived an analytical and numerical relation between the platelet flux and the
shear rate for platelet adhesion in a straight vessel. The reaction rates k of the platelets at the vessel
wall were determined under conditions of reaction controlled kinetics, diffusion controlled kinetics and
intermediate kinetics. Lourens et al. chose diffusion constant of 1.7 · 10−7mm2s−1. The intermediate
kinetics took place in a region where k value ranged from 1.0 · 10−6mms−1 to 1.0 · 10−4mms−1. For a
diffusion controlled case they took a k value of 1.0 · 10−2mms−1 and for a reaction controlled case they
took a k value of 1.0 · 10−8mms−1.
Wagner-and-Hubbell [15] performed experiments to measure mural thrombus growth with a parallel
plate perfusion chamber. A similar experiment was designed and carried out in cooperation with the
Institute of Physiology at the University Hospital Aachen. Stefan Bayer designed this experiment
and performed the first cases of numerical simulation at CATS in his study thesis [4]. The set up of
the experiment is shown in figure 1.6. The newly established experiment shows a similar result with
Wagner-and-Hubbell’s experimental result (see figure 1.7).
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Figure 1.6: (Left) The experimental setup using the parallel plate chamber. (Right) The com-
ponents of the chamber system and the channel dimensions.
Figure 1.7: The adhesion of platelets on collagen fibers shown in SEM picture from Wagner-
and-Hubbell’s experiment [15] (right) and from experiment in the Institute of
Physiology, University Hospital Aachen (left).
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The parallel plate chamber system
Perfusion devices have been developed and improved during the past three decades. A perfusion system
consists of a perfusion chamber, a roller pump or infusion pump, containers, and silastic tubing to
connect chamber and pump. Perfusion chambers have been designed not only to analyze blood flow
but also to provide a set of known rheological parameters in order to correlate platelet deposition with
these parameters. The chambers have an idealized geometry so that they cannot be considered as a
real mimic of in vitro conditions. However, these chambers are models that allow experiments on
platelet/vessel wall interactions under conditions of well-defined flow [12].
2.1 Introduction to Wagner-and-Hubbell’s experiment
The most commonly used flow chamber is the parallel plate perfusion chamber (Figure 2.1). Sakari-
assen et al. in 1983 [23], and Hubbell and McIntyre in 1986 [14] published the first examples of this
type of perfusion chamber. It has allowed detailed studies on the role of various platelet membrane re-
ceptors, adhesive proteins at the vessel wall, plasma proteins, cations, hematocrit, thrombin formation,
and shear rate on platelet adhesion and aggregate formation [12].
A parallel plate perfusion chamber set-up provides laminar blood flow between two parallel plates.
For numerical analysis this flow can be considered as a two-dimensional flow problem. The numeri-
cal results for platelet deposition are analysed and compared to experimental data from Wagner-and-
Hubbell. In [15] the role of the local synthesis of thrombin in platelet recruitment and thrombus stabi-
lization in heparinized and citrated blood was examined in vitro. Mural thrombosis was visualized and
measured in a flow chamber under controlled rheological conditions.
The experimental setup and procedure are described in [15]. The flow chamber consisted of a rect-
angular glass reservoir with a borosilicate rectangular capillary attached at its base. The reservoir was
of cross section 35 x 35 mm and had a depth of 60 mm. Capillary dimensions were 4 mm x 20 cm, with
a slit height of 200 µm and a wall thickness of 0.17 mm for optical requirements. The capillary was
coated in the downstream region with bovine collagen and in the upstream region with bovine albumin
so as to provide a nonthrombogenic entrance region 3 cm long followed by a 17 cm long region covered
with collagen of model type subendothelium.
The perfusion procedure consisted of adding to a reservoir either 5 or 6 ml of blood maintained at
37◦C and filling the remaining volume by carefully pouring mineral oil preheated to 37◦C on top of the
blood layer. Mineral oil was used to avoid pumping blood and to minimize blood contact with possible
activating surfaces. A gasket and lid placed on the reservoir allowed mineral oil to be pumped from a
syringe into the reservoir, displacing the blood into the capillary at a fixed volumetric rate and creating
a defined shear field [15]. A wall shear rate of 1000 s−1 was adjusted. This corresponded to a blood
flow rate of 1.6 ml/min and represents a physiologic, arterial shear rate. In continuous measurements of
thrombus growth at a fixed point, blood flow over collagen continued for 3.5 minutes. In measurements
of platelet deposition along the collagen surface, flow duration was 1.25 minutes.
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Figure 2.1: Parallel plate perfusion chamber used by Wagner-and-Hubbell [12].
2.2 Simulation of blood flow and platelet deposition in a parallel
plate chamber system
2.2.1 Computational meshes
The standard mesh is a two dimensional (2D) unstructured rectangular mesh with a length of 15 mm
and height of 0.1 mm. It is specially refined in the region near the reactive wall. In fact, the mesh is
generated only for half of the parallel plate chamber since axial symmetry to the horizontal centre line
of the physical domain was assumed. There are one mesh for standard simulation which was generated
by Stefan Bayer in his study thesis [4] and two refined meshes generated in this thesis which were used
for refinement studies as listed in table 2.1. The second refinement was necessary in order to improve
coarse elements in the outflow region of the mesh.
Mesh nn ne Length(L) [mm] Height (H)[mm]
Standard mesh 14672 25328 15 0.1
First refined mesh 28969 51257 12 0.1
Second refined mesh 29696 52702 12 0.1
Table 2.1: Mesh parameters: number of space-time nodes nn and elements ne, simulated
chamber length L and half chamber height H.
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Figure 2.2: Mesh geometry with boundary conditions for the flow simulation
2.2.2 Flow profile
We approximate blood behavior using a Newtonian model. In this computational simulation a shear
rate of 1000 s−1 was reproduced according to the experiment which was conducted at this rate. A fully
developed velocity profile of laminar flow through a parallel-plate chamber as schematically shown in
figure 2.2 can be assumed to be parabolic and has the components shown below:
ux = umax(1 − (H − y)
2
H2
), (2.1)
uy = 0 (2.2)
The necessary maximal velocity (umax) of the flow profile is chosen to agree with the shear rate gen-
erated in the experiment. The maximal velocity, average velocity (um) and the Reynolds number were
calculated as follows:
γ˙wall =
∂ux
∂y
|wall, (2.3)
∂ux
∂y
= −umax 2(H − y)H2 (−1) (2.4)
= umax
2(H − y)
H2
. (2.5)
At the wall (y=0) shear rate becomes
γ˙wall = 2
umax
H
, (2.6)
umax =
γ˙wallH
2
= 50mm/s, (2.7)
um =
1
H
∫ H
0
ux(y)dy =
2
3
umax = 33.3mm/s, (2.8)
Re =
2umH
ν
=
33.3mm/s · 2 · 0.1mm
3.42857mm2/s
= 1.94. (2.9)
2.2.3 Simulation parameters and boundary conditions
In order to perform computations with the ADR model two sets of parameters and boundary conditions
have to be set. Firstly, the flow simulation is performed, where the viscosity and density of whole blood
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Parameter Value Unit
Density ρ 1058 kgm3
Kinematic viscosity ν 3.42857 mm
2
s
Dynamic viscosity η 3.627 · 10−6 kgmms
Reynolds number Re 1.46 -
Maximal velocity umax 50.0 mms
Table 2.2: Parameters for Navier-Stokes computation
are chosen according to table 2.2. The flow profile for the input file is chosen according to equation 2.1.
Both components are prescribed as boundary condition at the inflow in the form of an expression. In
addition, the lower wall requires a no-slip condition. The velocity component in the y-direction which
is perpendicular to the symmetry upper wall is set to zero as the boundary condition for the symmetry
upper wall and the outflow. Geometry and boundary conditions of the chamber are shown in figure 2.2.
The detail setting of parameters and boundary conditions for Navier-Stokes computation can be seen
in the XNS input document in chapter 9.
Secondly, the platelet adhesion, activation and aggregation model is applied for the simulation of
75 s using the parameters given in table 2.3 with the given flow profile.
Parameter Value Unit
Brownian diffusion coefficient Db,ADP 2.57 · 10−4 mm2s
Activation indicator Act 3.6 -
Factor of formation of aggregates AGG 0.086 -
Initial platelet concentration [PLT ]∞ 3.0 · 105 PLTmm3
Total surface capacity for platelets M∞ 8 · 104 PLTmm2
Table 2.3: Parameters for ADR equations computation
The basic Brownian diffusion coefficient for ADP was estimated by using the Stokes-Einstein equa-
tion [26]. However, the Brownian diffusion coefficient for platelets in plasma has a small value which
is negligible and the diffusion of platelets in response to the presence of red blood cells is taken into
account by an enhanced diffusivity as modeled by Keller [16] and Zydney and Colton [34].
DB,i =
kBT
6piηRi
, (2.10)
DPLT,plasma =
kBT
6piηplasmaRPLT
= 1.477 · 10−7 mm
2
s
, (2.11)
DPLT,blood =
kBT
6piηbloodRPLT
= 5.44 · 10−8 mm
2
s
. (2.12)
kB refers to Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute temperature, η is the dynamic viscosity of the
considered fluid and the platelet radius RPLT is 1.15 µm.
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The diffusivity enhancement for platelets according to Keller and Zydney and Colton are:
De,Keller = 0.18R¯2RBC · γ˙ = 6.8 · 10−4
mm2
s
, (2.13)
De,Z−C = 0.15R2RBC · γ˙ · Hct(1 − Hct)0.8 = 1.51 · 10−4
mm2
s
, (2.14)
where RRBC stands for a red blood cell radius of 2.75 µm, Hct is hematocrit of the considered test
fluid. The concentration of platelets in whole blood is in the range of 1.4-4.0·105PLT/mm3. An
initial homogeneous platelet concentration of 3.0 ·105 pl/mm3 is assumed in this simulation. Moreover,
Körfer’s experiments let assume that up to 50% of the platelet population is inert and the amount of
platelets that can activate is considered not 100 % but around the amount of 50% [17]. It is assumed
that there is 5% of pre-activated platelets and 45% of all platelets at the inflow are functional resting
platelets. The agonist concentration is set to 5% in most cases. Boundary conditions are then set as
slip for the upper symmetry plane, as given reaction rates for the lower wall fluxes and as given species
concentrations at the inflow.
2.2.4 Method of analysis
As expected, the numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equation gives a laminar parabolic flow profile
with the same maximum velocity as given by equation 2.7. The flow profile is visualized in EnSight
and only shown for the x-component of velocity in the figure 2.3 since y-component is zero.
Figure 2.3: Flow profile from numerical simulation of parallel plates
Solving the ADR equations based on the velocity profile gives information about concentrations of
RP, AP, ADP and Agg within the flow chamber. They can be used for visualization through EnSight
to attempt better understanding of adhesion, activation and aggregation processes. About 60 different
cases were computed. Figure 2.4 shows an example of case 02, where the maximum computed species
concentrations are graphed for a simulated time of 75 s. The adhesion of resting platelets happens
rapidly and leads to an increase of ADP amount. From the moment that this amount exceeds a value of
1 (100%), the activation of available RP through ADP continues as long as ADP concentration is still
above 1. Additional APs are generated during this process and contribute to the growth of the platelet
layer at the wall in addition to the contribution of RPs. The amount of generated Agg is minor but
shows a clear correlation with the amount of available APs.
In addition, the percentage of surface coverage with platelets is written out for each node at the wall
so that the wall thrombus growth can be calculated by using equation 2.15 where 80 platelets per 1000
µm2 represents the completed first layer of adherent platelets.
N = 80 · (1 − do f _1) + 80 · (1 − do f _1) · do f _2 (2.15)
N is the number of adherent platelets per 1000 µm2.
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Figure 2.4: Species concentrations for case 02 within the flow chamber with graphs
do f _1 is percentage of free surface at wall.
do f _2 is percentage of surface coverage through adhesion of APs to wall-adherent APs.
Both do f _1 and do f _2 can be then extracted at every 0.4 mm along the 12 mm length of the chamber
as it was done in Wagner-and-Hubbell’s experiment. Curves of thrombus growth are graphed as the
number of adherent platelets N against the chamber length. These curves can be directly compared to
available experimental curves from Wagner-and-Hubbell and will therefore be used for the following
discussions.
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2.3 Mesh refinement study
The sensitivity of the model to mesh density was investigated through refinement studies. The mesh of
the flow chamber was refined so that the number of nodes was doubled. Especially the region near the
reactive surface was strongly refined to better capture the near-wall phenomena. The refined meshes
were used for computation of ADR-equations with parameters of case 02 and case 19. The simulation
results were found to vary in a range of 0-2% for the refined mesh compared to results achieved by
using the standard mesh (see figure 2.5).
Figure 2.5: Growth of adherent platelets for same computation using different meshes
Figure 2.6: The end region of the two refined meshes
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However, for the first refined mesh there is an abnormal slope at the very end of the curves due to
the coarse mesh in this region. Figure 2.6 (left side) shows a portion of the end region of the mesh from
where the problem arises. When this region was refined again to gain the mesh shown in figure 2.6
(right side), the abnormal slope disappeared as seen in "case 02_with modified refined mesh" in figure
2.5. The results from a refined mesh still agreed with results from the standard mesh generated during
Stefan Bayer’s study and showed a difference of less than 3% between data points. This standard mesh
was then applied for all further computations of the ADR-equations to reduce the number of cells and
computational time.
2.4 Analysis and fitting of model parameters
In fitting the model to experimental results, the main parameters are reaction rates krs, kas, kaa, inflow
concentrations of RP, AP and ADP and diffusion coefficients. All of these values cannot be chosen
arbitrarily but must lie within a physiologically meaningful range. Computational jobs were accom-
plished on Hydra and included results from Stefan Bayer’s work [4]. Those parameters were changed
from job to job in order to estimate the individual influence of each parameter. The analytical results
of these influences were then used to estimate a set of parameters for the fitting to experimental results.
The graph from each job, which shows the height of adherent platelets on the wall of the flow chamber
after 75 s against the distance could be plotted.
In this section, there are 9 main parameters that will be discussed.
• Factor krs
• Factor kas
• Factor kaa
Values of the adhesion rate krs, kas and kaa for collagen can be found in the work of Sorensen
[26]. Moreover, a study of adhesion rate values for various polymer surfaces was performed by
Strong et at. [1].
• Inflow concentration of RP [RP]inlet
• Inflow concentration of AP [AP]inlet
• Inflow concentration of ADP [ADP]inlet
Platelet inflow concentrations depend on blood composition and on how blood was treated before
it entered the flow chamber. In most cases it is necessary to make an assumption for the inflow
concentrations because the platelet activation state before the experiment is difficult to measure.
• Diffusion coefficients DRP, DAP and DAgg: The enhanced diffusion coefficients for platelets in
whole blood can be calculated with different formulas as shown in section (3.2.2).
• Inflow volumetric flow rate of blood: The inflow volumetric flow rate can be changed in the
experiment in order to create different wall shear rates. In Wagner-and-Hubbell’s experiment this
was a constant value, but in the future we intend to vary the wall shear rate in the experiments.
• Factor AGG
The factor AGG for platelets in whole blood cannot be computed easily and we can only assume
a meaningful range based on theoretical and experimental approaches [9].
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The enhanced diffusion coefficients for platelets in whole blood can be computed according to dif-
ferent formulas as shown in section (3.2.2). In each discussion, a table of parameter values is provided,
whereas the parameters not shown stay the same in the given cases. Most of the resulting graphs showed
a characteristic behavior for three regions. For convenience in discussion, these regions were declared
as A, B and C. The slope within each region stands for a part of the graph which is demonstrated in
figure 2.7. They are then used in all further discussions.
Figure 2.7: Definition of slopes of curves for analytic purposes
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2.4.1 Factor krs
Figure 2.8 shows the influence of factor krs as it takes various values within each examined group 01,
02, and 03. This factor krs is a reaction rate constant in mm · s−1 that governs the rate of adhesion
between resting platelets and the wall surface. As expected the higher the reaction rate was the more
Group 01 02 03
Case 02 04 07 09 16 18 15
krs [mm/s] 3.70e-02 6.20e-02 6.80e-02 8.30e-02 1.50e-02 3.00e-02 3.50e-02
Table 2.4: The influence of factor krs
Figure 2.8: The influence of factor krs on the growth of platelet deposition
RP adhered on the wall and then activated. It is shown that the curves increase evenly over their length
as krs takes higher values. Besides that, the change of krs does not affect the slopes of any curve but the
height of the curves.
Surface-bound AP contributes to the growth of the higher depositing platelet layer with the rate of
kaa. The first monolayer surface coverage is reached fast for the high rate of krs allowing more APs to
build the higher layers. Hence the height of the platelet layer increases over the whole length of the
chamber as krs is increased.
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2.4.2 Factor kas
Group 03 04
Case 19 02 14 15
kas [mm/s] 1.00e-02 4.20e-02 2.50e-02 9.80e-02
Table 2.5: The influence of factor kas
Figure 2.9: The influence of factor kas on the growth of platelet deposition
In figure 2.9, the influence of an increase of factor kas within groups 03 and 04 is shown. The change
of thrombus growth behavior can be seen better within group 04, from case 14 to case 15. As the value
of kas increases the curves rotate clockwise about a pivot point. This change also means an increase
of slope A and decrease of the other slopes. In the region A, a given amount of incoming APs bind
to the wall with a rate of kas and to already wall-adherent APs with a rate of kaa. Almost the whole
amount of incoming APs from the wall near region is consumed. Therefore, the more AP comes to the
wall with the rate of kas, the greater the slope in region A becomes. On the other hand, as APs adhere
quickly to the wall due to the high rate of kas the free surface area for RP decreases. This results in less
activation due to adhesion and less liberated ADP for further activation. As expected the amount of
AP that can then contribute to the higher depositing layer decreases. However, this phenomenon is of
minor influence for the overall thrombus growth as can be seen in the small change of slopes in regions
B and C.
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2.4.3 Factor kaa
Factor kaa has only influence on the AP contribution to the platelet layer. As kaa increases within each
of groups 05 and 06, the deposition curves grow higher, especially in region A (see figure 2.10). For
an additional concentration of AP at the inflow, this amount of AP is used up immediately with the rate
of kaa and induces the increase of this slope. When such an amount of AP is given at the inflow, the
slope changes according to the influence of factors kas and kaa as can be seen here and in the previous
discussion of kas.
Group 05 06
Case 06 07 25 30
kaa [mm/s] 6.80e-02 8.30e-02 4.60e-02 2.00e-02
Table 2.6: The influence of factor kaa
Figure 2.10: The influence of factor kaa on the growth of platelet deposition
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2.4.4 Inflow concentration of RP
The increase of inflow concentration causes explicit changes of slopes. In cases 02, 11 and 20 the
inflow concentration of RP takes various values which change the height of thrombus growth over the
first 2 mm due to a rising amount of adherent platelets. The adhesion at the wall induces a multiplied
activation of other RPs mainly further downstream because of an increasing ADP release from the
activating platelets which explains for a strong rise of slope in region D for cases 11 and 20 (Figure
2.11). In fact, the higher the initial concentration of RP is, the more activation takes place and therefore
more ADP is released from platelets which again induces further amplifying activation as liberated
ADP adds up to the remaining downstream concentration.
Case 02 11 20
[RP]inlet 0.475 0.65 0.95
Table 2.7: The influence of RP
Figure 2.11: The influence of [RP]inlet on the growth of platelet deposition
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2.4.5 Inflow concentration of AP
In order to evaluate the influence of the initially given AP concentration on platelet deposition the same
method was used as before. In addition, inflow concentration of AP within group 07 where kas and
diffusion coefficient have smaller values and group 08 where kas and diffusion coefficient have higher
values varies within the range of 0.05-0.2. The increase of AP leads to a rise of the entire curves
Group 07 08
Case 13 14 22 23 24
[AP]inlet 0.2 0.15 0.15 0.1 0.05
kas [mm/s] 2.50e-02 9.80e-02
DRP,AP,Agg[mm2/s] 6.81e-4 9.80e-03
Table 2.8: The influence of AP
including their slopes (see figure 2.12). It seems that its influence is similar to the effect of increasing
both factors kas and kaa simultaneously (see figure 2.13) because the possibility of AP coming into
contact with either wall surface or wall-adherent AP rises with the appearance of more AP in the
system. Moreover, when the difference of curves which belongs to groups of diverse diffusivity is
considered, a remarkable change in shape and slope of curves can be seen. The curves within group 08
become flat and only two slopes can be seen instead of four. And they show a much more homogeneous
distribution of AP at high diffusivity. A further evaluation follows in the later discussion about the
diffusion coefficient.
Figure 2.12: The influence of [AP]inlet on the growth of platelet deposition
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Figure 2.13: The influence of kas and kaa on the growth of platelet deposition
2.4.6 Inflow concentration of ADP
Case 27 28
[ADP]inlet 0.00 0.95
krs 9.0e-2
[RP]inlet 0.95
Table 2.9: The influence of ADP
Although ADP itself is a weak platelet agonist, it amplifies the platelet responses induced by other
platelet agonists and stabilizes platelet aggregates. The same effect is expected in this model, as an in-
creasing amount of ADP is given at the beginning. Except for a difference of inflow ADP concentration
cases 27 and 28 have the same high values of inflow RP concentration and krs. Inflow AP concentration
is given a zero value so that until AP is generated only resting platelets deposit through krs and then
activate through adhesion or activate in case that a sufficient amount of ADP concentration is available.
It can be seen in figure 2.14 that the two curves have a continuously increasing slope right from
the beginning and these slopes get steeper in case of higher inflow ADP concentration. They start
with a value of 80 deposited platelets per µm2 which represents the completed first layer of platelet
deposition. Then, ADP-induced activation takes place and increases according to the amount of inflow
ADP concentration. The higher the inflow ADP concentration is, the more activation can take place as
more ADP is available downstream. Thus, inflow concentration of ADP does not influence directly the
deposition process but the activation process and thus the amount of AP.
A value of 95% of ADP concentration can be physiologically reached by artificially adding ADP. A
value of 95% of [RP]inlet is not probable because it is usually observed that a considerable amount of
platelets is not functional (see section 3.2.2). A simultaneous occurrence of 95% for both [ADP]inlet
and [RP]inlet is theoretically possible but not possible to adjust experimentally.
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Figure 2.14: The influence of [ADP]inlet on growth of platelet deposition
2.4.7 Diffusion coefficients DRP, DAP and DAgg
Group 09 10
Case 25 16 15 22 29
DRP,AP,Agg[mm2/s] 2.00e-04 6.80e-04 6.80e-04 9.80e-03 3.00e-03
krs [mm/s] 1.50e-02 3.50e-02
Table 2.10: The influence of diffusion coefficients
Figure 2.15 shows that the curves are rising evenly with increasing diffusivity. Nevertheless, there
is a decrease of slope A. Especially in case 22 and 29 where a high diffusivity is applied slope B and
C cannot be distinguished any more. Following the great increase of slope A, slope B increases and
slope C decreases, curves become flatter and smoother. This represents a better distribution of platelets
of all kinds. RP and AP can come near to the wall and adhere through krs, kas and kaa, however at
high diffusivity they move faster and distribute better. Comparing changes from case 16 to case 15 and
from group 9 to group 10, it seems that increasing diffusivity results in a much more homogeneous
distribution.
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Figure 2.15: The influence of diffusivity on the growth the of platelet deposition
From case 16 to case 25 only the diffusion coefficient decreases. The curve of thrombus growth
in case 25 oscillates and resembles a jagged curve. A high deposition layer for a short portion of
distance upstream is followed by a remarkably lower deposition layer further downstream. Platelet
deposition is predicted numerically from the concentration of platelets at each local wall node. At
high reaction rates, platelets decrease rapidly to contribute to the deposition layer at a few upstream
nodes. There is then less platelets to the next downstream nodes to the right. This can lead to the much
lower deposition layer at these downstream nodes since diffusion can be considered to be too slow to
replenish the boundary layer with platelets fast enough. A decrease of the reaction rate and at them
same time a decrease of diffusion coefficient help preventing the jagged curve of case 25. An example
is the curve of case 65 (Figure 2.16) which is no longer jagged for a low diffusivity value. This shows
that the ratio of surface reactivity to platelet diffusivity on thrombus growth is important. The ratio is
measured by the Damkohler number. The Damkohler number,
Da = k¯ · x/DPLT , (2.16)
was calculated where an average value of reaction rate k¯ and a distance x of 0.006 mm were considered.
It was attempted to calculate the Damkohler number in the boundary layer at the wall where the reaction
occured. The distance x was supposed to be the height of the first element layer at the wall which still
covered the the boundary layer. However, the triangular elements of the mesh are inconsistent in size
in this region. Therefore, the distance of 0.006 mm which is the distance between element nodes along
the wall was assumed to be an average height of the first elements layer at the wall.
Moreover, the Péclet number was calculated at the half of the height of the first elements layer at
the wall. The velocity at a height H of 0.003 mm was also calculated and used later for the calculation
of the Péclet number (see equation 1.3). The value of Péclet number and Damkohler number for three
particular cases are shown in table 2.11. It was firstly observed that a great change of Péclet number
occurred when diffusion coefficient decreased. A high Péclet number was then thought to be the reason
for the jagged deposition curve. However, case 65 which has the same high Péclet number as case 25
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resulted in a much smoother curve. Therefore, a high Péclet number was not the main reason for the
jaggedness of the curve but rather the high Damkohler number.
Case 16 25 65
k¯[mm/s] 5.3e-2 5.3e-2 1.7e-2
DPLT [mm2/s] 6.8e-4 2.0e-4 2.0e-4
Da 0.47 1.59 0.51
Pe 13 89 89
Table 2.11: The influence of Damkohler number
Figure 2.16: The influence of Damkohler number on the thrombus growth
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2.4.8 Inflow volumetric flow rate of blood
The inflow volumetric flow rate was first set to a constant value as the maximum velocity of the
parabolic flow profile took a value ustandard of 50 mm/s. This maximum velocity was then set 2 times
and 5 times smaller than before. That means that the two new cases 42 and 47 have a reduced flow
rate. As the inflow volumetric flow rate decreases, deposition curves grow slower, reach lower values
Case 02 42 47
umax [mm/s] ustandard=50 10 25
Table 2.12: The influence of the inflow volumetric flow rate
within the beginning of the chamber length and then rise up later in a more distant part of the chamber.
At a 2 times smaller volumetric flow rate, the curve rises up from the middle of the chamber. At a
5 times smaller volumetric flow rate, the distance where the curve rises up moves upstream nearer to
the inflow as it can be seen in case 42 (figure 2.17). It seems that although lesser amount of RP and
AP were brought to the wall at the beginning due to a slower flow velocity, they were not taken away
as fast as before, even added up later and caused stronger activation downstream. In the figure 2.18
the ADP concentration at a slow volumetric flow rate is shown at 3s, 4s and 5s. The area with ADP
concentration above 1 is where activation takes place. The strong activation downstream at 5s resulted
in a rising thrombus growth in the plot. Hence, a slower flow profile results in an uneven deposition
with a decrease of deposition at the beginning and an increase downstream.
Figure 2.17: The influence of flow velocity on the growth of platelet deposition
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Figure 2.18: The concentration of ADP within the chamber at 3s, 4s and 5s.
2.4.9 Factor AGG
Figure 2.19: The influence of the factor AGG on the growth of platelet deposition
Factor AGG describes the likeliness of the formation of aggregates in flow. The creation of aggre-
gates causes a decrease of activated platelets. The thrombus growth therefore decreases with increasing
AGG value (see figure 2.19). The formation of aggregates was first modeled and implemented into the
XNS code by Waluga where aggregates are formed only during activation (for [ADP]>1). The imple-
mentation was later modified by Stock. Stock corrected the earlier implementation so that aggregates
can be always formed from activated platelets in flow, also for [ADP]<1. The big difference of throm-
bus growth behavior for the two XNS versions can be seen for the varying values of AGG. As expected
the curves for case 02 and case 60 using Waluga- and Stock-XNS version respectively are identical.
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Moreover, we would have expected that the Stock-version, where aggregates in flow are always formed
independently of [ADP], results in lower thrombus growth than the Waluga-version. Especially for a
high AGG value because the formation of aggregates should lead to a higher consumption of single AP
concentration inflow and less availability of AP near the wall. However,when XNS-Waluga was used
with an AGG value of 100, results show a so much weaker thrombus growth that even the first layer
of deposition (80 PLT/1000 µm2) is not full. Even though the extremely high AGG value might have
no meaning in physiology, it will be necessary to study this unexpected difference in values. They can
only be explained by analyzing the implementation for the formation of aggregates in the two XNS
versions.
The behavior of aggregate formation can be observed by considering a static (i.e., convection- and
diffusion-free) suspension of activated platelets having no reaction with the wall. The rate of consump-
tion of activated platelets with formation of aggregates is given by
d[AP]∗
dt∗
= −AGG[AP]∗2 (2.17)
d[AP]∗
[AP]∗2
= −AGGdt∗ (2.18)
[AP]∗f∫
[AP]∗t∗=0
d[AP]∗
[AP]∗2
= −
t∗f∫
0
AGGdt∗ (2.19)
− 1
[AP]∗f
+
1
[AP]∗t∗=0
= −AGGt∗ (2.20)
[AP]∗f =
1
AGGt∗f +
1
[AP]∗t∗=0
(2.21)
By using the equation 2.21 it is possible to calculate the amount of activated platelets after an elapsed
time t∗f . The final concentration of doublet aggregates [Agg]
∗
f can also be calculated as
d[Agg]∗
dt∗
=
1
2
AGG[AP]∗2 (2.22)
Agg∗f∫
0
d[Agg]∗ =
t∗f∫
0
AGG
 1AGGt∗ + 1[AP]∗t∗=0

2
dt∗ (2.23)
and substitute AGGt∗ +
1
[AP]∗t∗=0
= z,
dz
dt∗
= AGG
Agg∗f∫
0
[Agg]∗ =
1
2
AGG
z f∫
z0
(
1
z
)2 dz
AGG
(2.24)
[Agg]∗f =
1
2
(
− 1
z f
+
1
z0
)
(2.25)
[Agg]∗f =
1
2
[AP]∗t∗=0 − 1AGGt∗f + 1[AP]∗t∗=0
 = 12 ([AP]∗t∗=0 − [AP]∗f ) (2.26)
Without considering the convection and diffusion the concentration of aggregates is simply half of the
decrease of activated platelets after a certain time. The simulation for a case without convection and
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AGG = 1.8e-03, [AP]∗t∗=0 = 0.05
t [AP]∗ [Agg]∗
1s 0.049996 2 · 10−6
2s 0.049991 4.5 · 10−6
5s 0.049980 1 · 10−5
Table 2.13: Resulting values from analytical and numerical simulation methods in case 56
diffusion gives the same results as the analytical solution for [Agg]∗. For example, case 56 simulated
a closed system within the chamber using XNS-Stock. A certain amount of AP was given at the
beginning. This amount decreased gradually due to the aggregation. The analytical solution for case
56 using the above computation was compared with the numerical results of case 56 in order to ensure
the computation of Agg concentration using XNS-Stock. The analytical and numerical solutions are
similar in case 56 for different elapsed time (see table 2.13). From the agreement between analytical
and numerical results we can assume that the reaction term used in the [Agg]∗ computation is correctly
implemented in XNS-Stock.
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2.4.10 Parameter fitting attempts
The analysis results of the influences of the different parameters are used to understand better the
platelet reactions and to fit our model to experimental data from Wagner-and-Hubbell. The curve
obtained from their experimental data is smoothened by using a fourth degree polynomial curve which
is used as a reference curve. One of the cases that results in a curve with similar behavior during
parameter analysis is case 16. In order to bring this curve near to the experimental reference curve,
diffusivity was decreased in case 25. Because the convergence got worse as the diffusivity decreased,
cases for fitting purpose were then achieved with smaller size of time step of 0.1 s instead of 0.2 s.
Since case 25 resulted in a fairly good fit, the correlation among k-factors is kept constant. However,
values of kas and kaa were slightly changed in cases 30 and 31 in order to get a better fit for the slope in
region A and get closer to the experimental reference curve. The best fit which we could achieve was
obtained for parameters from case 31. The results of the fitting process can be seen in figure 2.20.
Case krs kas kaa AGG [RP]inlet [AP]inlet [ADP]inlet DRP,AP,Agg
25 1.50E-02 9.80E-02 4.60E-02 1.80E-03 0.5 0.15 0.05 2.00E-04
30 1.50E-02 9.80E-02 2.00E-02 1.80E-03 0.5 0.15 0.05 2.00E-04
31 1.50E-02 8.00E-02 3.00E-02 1.80E-03 0.5 0.15 0.05 2.00E-04
Table 2.14: Parameters for best fit cases
Figure 2.20: Fitting model parameters to experimental results
[RP]inlet, [AP]inlet and [ADP]inlet are physiologically meaningful and in good agreement with our
own experience and measured results from Körfer [17]. An [AP]inlet value of 0.15 represents a relatively
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high pre-activation which might have been the case in Wagner-and-Hubbell’s experiment, because
blood had to be refilled from a syringe into a reservoir. The diffusion coefficients which were found to
be close to the value 1.5 · 10−4mm2/s show a good agreement with the enhanced diffusivity modeled
by Zydney and Colton [34]. The value of kas is greater than krs since AP is more adhesive than RP. The
value of kas is greater than kaa in case of a collagen surface. The reaction rates krs and kas for collagen
lie in the same range of 10−2mm/s as reported by Sorensen [26].
In figure 2.21 we can see clearer the behavior of the deposition curves for a normal case 02 and a
best fit case 31. The original curves were plotted with 31 querying data points because the experimental
data are available at every 0.4 mm at the wall from the inflow along the chamber length. The curves
with 61 querying data points were also plotted.
Figure 2.21: The deposition curves resulted from different number of querying data points
The comparison shows an even more jagged curve for case 31 when 61 query data points were
used. In that case we observe locally lower deposition heights directly after a high deposition layer.
An explanation for the oscillating and jagged curves was tried in the previous section 2.4.7. We only
want to emphasize here that if more data points are queried and plotted, we do not obtain a smoother
deposition curve behavior. This leads us to the conclusion that the jaggedness does not result from
numerical errors but that it is a physical phenomenon related to high reaction rates.
More query data points should be taken only exceptionally for a better resolution of the curve behav-
ior. Otherwise a large amount of data would result during visualization and analysis for all the test cases
without additional benefit for better understanding of the underlying platelet adhesion phenomena.
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Application to stagnation point flow
In a stagnation point flow chamber the adhesive surface is placed perpendicular to the flow, providing
a maximal platelet/vessel wall contact. The convective transport of platelets takes place to within a
critical distance from the surface, eliminating a diffusion-controlled transport through the wall near
layer. This model can be used to mimic flow profiles in branched and stenosed vessels. The application
allows the study of platelet thrombus formation in areas with non-parallel streamlines [12].
One of the important in vitro data was obtained by Affeld et al. [3, 2]. The stagnation point flow
chamber generates a radially varying wall shear rate. Platelet rich plasma (PRP) was used as test fluid.
Platelets deposit in a characteristic pattern and their distribution is measured as a function of the radial
distance. It is attempted to obtain homogeneity of the characteristic deposition pattern and curves
provided in Affeld’s articles by taking into account the flow condition.
3.1 Introduction and Affeld’s experiment
Figure 3.1: Geometry of the complete stagnation point flow chamber
The geometry of the stagnation point flow chamber is shown in figure 3.1. The system allows a flow
in the form of a laminar jet with rotational symmetry directed onto a plate. At the intersection of the jet
axis with the surface a stagnation point is generated. In Affeld’s experiment, the inflow has a circular
cross-section with a diameter of 0.67 mm. The distance between the two parallel plates is 0.4 mm.
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The plate is made of glass and has a diameter of 2.01 mm. Platelet rich plasma (PRP) was led into
the cylindrical channel at a fixed volume rate of 20 ml/h. It flowed undisturbed for the first 4 minutes
without showing any signs of adhesion. After that the platelets were activated by mixing with 9.6 ·10−7
M f inal ADP, where it was assumed that the M f inal stands for the concentration of ADP measured after
stimulation. Platelet deposition at the glass plate was then observed under a microscope with dark
field illumination and recorded by video. Because the platelet deposits in small spots are barely visible
with applied lighting and magnification, they are considered as the deposit of a single platelet on the
surface. According to Affeld et al. [3], these depositions grow later in size while only a few new spots
appear due to a tendency of platelets to deposit in the close vicinity of where the others already adhere.
Therefore, platelet deposition has been only evaluated in three runs over a period of 160, 170 and 180
s and not for longer durations.
However, only the first run over 160 s is considered in this thesis. The deposition of this run was
evaluated (see Annex A) and used as the reference data in the parameter study and for fitting purposes.
3.2 Simulation of blood flow and platelet deposition in a stagnation
point flow chamber
The numerical flow simulations were previously reported in the diploma thesis by Sebastian Stock [27].
In his thesis, he completed the analysis of the flow including its profile, the shear rate and shear stress
at the glass bottom and a parameter study of thrombus growth for various diffusivities. This thesis
continues his work with a further parameter study using the same flow profile, flow conditions and
mesh. Furthermore, an extended version of XNS with new implementation from Stock was also used
from the very beginning of the simulations for this application in order to generate a shear-dependent
adhesion rate.
3.2.1 Computational meshes
There are two kinds of meshes which were generated in Pointwise: a quarter mesh and a complete
mesh. They have the same geometry. The quarter mesh is small and was used mainly during parameter
studies and fitting in order to reduce simulation time. Later, the parameters which have been found
to fit experimental data were applied for the complete mesh to test the quality of the results and for
visualization purposes.
Mesh nn ne
Quarter mesh 342943 1897618
Complete mesh 1279183 7213551
Table 3.1: Meshes for stagnation point flow with parameters: number of space-time nodes nn
and elements ne.
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3.2.2 Flow parameters
Although the flow profile is well-known, it is necessary to compute the Navier-Stokes equations to
generate firstly the velocity profile at the nodes of the volume mesh and later the shear stress at the
bottom wall nodes. The flow enters the flow chamber with a parabolic velocity profile from the top.
The velocity u is given as
u(r) = α · r2 + β · r + γ, (3.1)
where r is the radial distance from the middle axis of the inlet cylinder with radius R of 0.335 mm. The
form can be then expressed for the inlet profile as
u(r) = umax ·
(
1 − r
2
R2
)
, (3.2)
where the radial distance can be expressed in Cartesian coordinates as: r2 = x2 + y2. The maximal
velocity umax can be calculated from the flow volume rate Q˙.
Q˙ =
∫
A
udA, (3.3)
with dA = 2pirdr, (3.4)
Q˙ = 2piumax
∫ R
0
(
r − r
3
R2
)
dr (3.5)
= 2piumax
[
r2
2
− r
4
4R2
]r=R
r=0
(3.6)
Q˙ = 2piumax
R2
4
(3.7)
umax =
2Q˙
piR2
(3.8)
The flow was set to 20 ml/h which leads to a maximal velocity umax = 31.5151 mm/s. A mean velocity
um and a Reynolds number of flow were also calculated.
Q˙ = um · A (3.9)
um =
Q˙
A
=
Q˙
piR2
= 15.7575mm/s (3.10)
Re =
2umR
ν
=
15.7575mm/s · 2 · 0.335mm
1.3 mm2/s
= 8.12 (3.11)
For the flow simulation, the following boundary conditions are applied:
• parabolic velocity profile for inlet.
• no-slip for the cylinder wall, the upper plate and the glass plate at the bottom.
• the velocity components perpendicular to the symmetry planes are set to zero.
• an outflow profile parallel to the bottom plate.
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Parameter Value Unit
Density ρ 1028 kgm3
Kinematic viscosity ν 1.3 mm
2
s
Dynamic viscosity η 1.3364 · 10−6 kgmms
Reynolds number Re 8.12 -
Maximal velocity umax 31.5151 mms
Table 3.2: Parameters for Navier-Stokes computation
As the test fluid is not whole blood but platelet rich plasma, the applied density and viscosity belong to
blood plasma.
The platelet adhesion model using ADR-equations is simulated in 160 s for stagnation point flow
and the parameters given in the table 3.3 were applied. The concentration of platelets in PRP is given
by Affeld. The diffusivity coefficient is calculated by the Stokes-Einstein equation for platelets with
a diameter of 2.3 µm. Except for the diffusion coefficient these parameters were not changed in most
cases. Although it is known that Affeld used pre-activated platelets, it is not clear how long the platelets
Parameter Value Unit
Brownian diffusion coefficient Db,ADP 2.57 · 10−4 mm2s
Physiological diffusion coefficient of platelet DPLT,plasma 1.477 · 10−7 mm2s
Activation indicator Act 3.6 -
Factor of aggregate formation AGG 0.0 -
Initial platelet concentration [PLT ]∞ 4.9 · 105 PLTmm3
Total surface capacity for platelets M∞ 8 · 104 PLTmm2
Scaling factor Min f ty 0.1633 mm
Table 3.3: Parameters for ADR equations computation
were stimulated with ADP, how many platelets were still at rest or how many platelets were activated
at the moment he started to record the platelet adhesion on the glass plate. Therefore, there are two
possibilities:
• It can be assumed that there are only activated platelets in the system, so that the adhesion of
pre-activated platelets on the surface with the rate kas played the main role. This possibility is
considered in one-species cases where AP but no RP enters through the inlet.
• Simulation can start from the assumption that ADP was given to activate a limited number
of resting platelets. It means that the initial system consists of resting platelets, pre-activated
platelets and ADP.
For the second assumption it was observed that the amount of given ADP is insufficient to activate
further RP in the system for a complete run over 160 s. In our model ADP can only induce activation
or reversible aggregation with a concentration of at least 2µl. An amount of 0.96 µM f inal as used by
Affeld et al. corresponds to only about 48% ADP at inlet of the required 100% which in our model
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stands for the activation threshold level. A value of 100% was never reached due to advective transport
of ADP over the outflow boundary.
3.2.3 Method of analysis
Extraction, visualization and analysis of data were performed in EnSight. EnSight provides various
functions in the general function list of the calculator tool to derive new variables. The query tools
including an interactive query mode and a X/Y query mode allow the extraction of values at chosen
locations.
The wall shear stress at the bottom plate was calculated in EnSight by using the function Fluid-
ShearMax in the calculator tool. A configuration of necessary parameters was given to derive the
FluidShearMax: FluidShearMax(2D or 3D part(s), velocity, density, turbulent kinetic energy, turbulent
dissipation, laminar viscosity)
• The velocity vector. The velocity vector variable was calculated by using the function MakeVect
on the scalar variables of component velocity in x-, y- and z-direction.
• The fluid density
• The turbulent kinetic energy was prescribed a value of 0. However, a value of 0 cannot be
directly given but a dummy scalar variable zero_at_nodes. Using the function MakeScalNode
assigns a constant value of 0 to each node, making the scalar variable zero_at_nodes.
• The turbulent dissipation was prescribed a value of 1 as a scalar variable one_at_nodes in the
same way as described above.
• The laminar viscosity took the value of the dynamic viscosity of 1.336 · 10−3 kgms .
The final configuration for the calculation of FluidShearMax is: FluidShearMax=FluidShearMax(part(s),
velocity, 1028, zero_at_nodes, one_at_nodes, 0.001336).
The values of FluidShearMax were queried along a line tool expanded radially from the stagnation
point to the boundary of the outflow. The resulting output can be saved as a text file. The plot of wall
shear stress can be either plotted in EnSight using X/Y query tool or created by plotting the data in the
text file using a program like Microsoft Excel.
The experiments from Affeld et al. provided a plot of the normalized density of platelet adhesion
against the normalized radial distance. The normalized density was evaluated to approximate the per-
centage of platelet adhesion surface coverage (see Annex A). In our studies the radial distance was
normalized with the radius of inlet, respectively a value of 0.33 mm. The experimental data for platelet
adhesion are available only until a radial distance of 0.486 mm or a normalized radial distance of 1.474.
Simulations result in data of two values dof_1 and dof_2. In order to evaluate the percentage of surface
coverage at the bottom plate, a third variable was calculated in EnSight: the surface_coverage was
given as surface_coverage = 1 - dof_1. At the bottom plate the values of surface_coverage were then
queried at every 0.03 mm of radial distance from the stagnation point up to the radial distance of 0.486
mm.
The quantitative analysis procedure has to be repeated in an identical manner for each test case. The
first analysis in EnSight has to be carried out step by step exactly in the way we want to analyze the
results. The executed commands can be saved as a script with an extension .enc which is executed for
every test case. At the beginning of the procedure File/Command is selected from the main menu to
open the command dialog. In the first tab Execution of the dialog if we play a command file (a script),
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Figure 3.2: An overview of the command dialog in an EnSight window
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we can see the upcoming commands as well as the history. Choosing the function Record saves the
upcoming commands into a script and unselecting the function stops the recording procedure. A script
can be loaded using the function Load and executed by clicking the play button. An overview of the
command dialog is shown in figure 3.2.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Flow in the stagnation point chamber
Figure 3.3 shows the streamlines within the chamber. One streamline goes along the axis of the inlet
cylinder. It is the streamline leading to the stagnation point. Since the flow here cannot pass through the
plate, the fluid must come to rest at the point where it meets the plate. The other streamlines impinge
on the bottom plate at a right angle and flow along this wall radially in all directions. Due to the non-
parallel flow (axisymmetric design), the shear stress at the bottom is not constant but minimum at the
stagnation point, rises linearly in radial direction, reaches the maximum value near the radial distance of
0.287 mm from the stagnation point, and then decreases tending asymptotically to zero (see figure 3.4).
Affeld and David reported a zero shear stress at the stagnation point flow in their 2-dimensional (2D)
Figure 3.3: The flow enters with a parabolic velocity profile and the streamlines are shown in
a vertical clip plane through the chamber. The shear stress distribution is shown at
the bottom plate.
simulations. In comparison with their results, the shear stress in this 3-dimensional (3D) simulation
is expressed in terms of FluidShearMax which is easily computed in EnSight. This value is the scalar
comparative shear stress computed from the complex local stress tensor in 3 dimensions using the
same definition of shear stress as introduced by Bludszuweit [5]. It is noteworthy that the shear stress
obtained in a 3-dimensional simulation starts with a non-zero value from the stagnation point.
Weiss [31] proposed that fluid shear rate may have an effect on the reaction rate. In previous publi-
cations [32, 28] by David, Weller et al. shear stress has been detected as the cause of the characteristic
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Figure 3.4: The maximum fluid shear stress and shear rate at the bottom as a function of radial
distance from the stagnation point.
distribution of depositing platelets observed by Affeld. The characteristic patterns of platelet adhesion
can only be reproduced in simulation by using a shear-dependent reaction rate. Here, an approximate
functional representation of the fluid shear is obtained from its distribution along the wall where τ(r) is
the shear stress function.
τ1(r) = − 31.645( r0.67 − 0.429)
2 + 5.824 for 0.000 < r < 0.402mm (3.12)
τ2(r) = 0.124(
r
0.67
− 3)4 + 0.795 for 0.402 < r < 2.010mm (3.13)
The reaction rate was first given a linear representation of the shear stress as an initial model. The
reaction rate krs, kas or kaa were then not constant but a function of radial distance from the stagnation
point. Their quadratic representation was also applied later to improve the model. The linear shear-
dependent reaction rates are expressed as:
krs(r) = krsτ(r) (3.14)
kas(r) = kasτ(r) (3.15)
kaa(r) = kaaτ(r) (3.16)
Respectively, the quadratic shear-dependent reaction rate is written as:
k(r) = kτ2(r) (3.17)
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3.3.2 Platelet adhesion in the stagnation point flow chamber
Table 3.4: Parameters for the best fit cases of stagnation point flow
Parameters Case 31 Case 37 Case 36
krs 3.70E-03 3.70e-03 5.00E-07
kas 1.00E-05 1.00E-05 1.00E-05
kaa 1.00E-03 1.00E-03 1.00E-03
krs(r) constant constant krs · τ(r)
kas(r) kas · τ(r) kas · τ2(r) kas · τ(r)
kaa(r) kaa · τ(r) kaa · τ(r) kaa · τ(r)
[RP]inlet 0.0 0.0 0.75
[AP]inlet 0.1 0.1 0.05
[ADP]inlet 0.0 0.0 0.48
[Agg]inlet 0.0 0.0 0.0
DPLT 1.477E-07 1.477E-07 1.477E-07
DADP 2.57E-04 2.57E-04 2.57E-04
Cases simulated using the shear-dependent reaction rate model gave an improvement of either qual-
itative or quantitative agreement with experimental data reported by Affeld et al.. As it can be seen in
the picture on the left side of figure 3.5, adherent platelets light up under the dark field illumination. On
the right side of figure 3.5, the best result from simulation shows the distribution of platelet depositions
as surface coverage. The simulation produced a radially homogeneous adhesion pattern on the bottom
plate with maximum adhesion in a range from 0.8 to 1.0 of the normalized distance or 0.262 to 0.330
mm (see figure 3.6).
Figure 3.5: Platelet adhesion at the bottom plate of the stagnation point flow chamber after
240 s in vitro by Affeld (left) and numerical simulation result (right).
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of platelet adhesion to experimental results of Affeld et al. (1995) [3]
It can be easily seen in figure 3.6 that the value of r where the observed platelet adhesion is maximal is
located in the vicinity of the maximal shear stress, 0.287 mm or respectively normalized radial distance
of 0.87. The observed platelet adhesion is minimal in the vicinity of the stagnation point where shear
stress is known to be nearly zero. When the reaction rates are changed from linearly shear-dependent to
quadratically shear-dependent, the agreement in the behavior of simulated curves with the experimental
data becomes better.
A fitting curve which is a second order polynomial fit to experimental data was introduced by Affeld
et al. and shown in the plot 3.6. It can be seen that the second order polynomial fit does not describe
well the data points distribution. In this thesis it was attempted to fit the amplitude of the numerically
obtained surface coverage curves to Affeld’s fitting curve. At the end of this chapter we show a second
more appropriate representation of the experimental data using error bars. Although there remains a
relatively large overprediction downstream of the maximum, the remarkable decrease in experimentally
measured platelet deposition here is not completely understood. Weller [32] and David [28] discuss the
same problem of the overprediction of platelet flux distal to the maximum for their models.
The two best fit cases 31 and 37 consider only one species, pre-activated platelets. Test case 36
considers three species as a second possibility. For both approaches it is possible to produce a good
fitting result. For cases with one species it is easier to obtain a fit to experimental data because there are
only two parameters kas and [AP]inlet that have to be changed. For example, analyzing the two cases 23
and 31 as one-species cases brings some interesting insights. Firstly, when reaction rate kas decreases
ten times, a ten times increase of [AP]inlet can compensate the decrease of adhesion and result in nearly
the same curve of platelet adhesion. Secondly, the parameter of AGG which indicates the aggregation
rate shows no relevant influence on the amount of adhering AP for either a value of 0 or a calculated
value of 0.086. This leads to the conclusion that the number of forming aggregates for PRP is very
small compared to the number of APs that adhere to the surface. Table 3.5 gives the values of the
parameters which are different between the two cases 23 and 31.
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Table 3.5: Parameters for cases 23 and 31 of stagnation point flow
Case kas kas(r) [AP]inlet AGG
23 1.00E-06 kas · τ(r) 1.0 0.086
31 1.00E-05 kas · τ(r) 0.1 0.0
Figure 3.7: Distribution of platelet adhesion at the glass plate of stagnation point chamber
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Although these two cases result in nearly the same curve of platelet adhesion, the distribution of
platelets on the glass plate is better and more homogeneous for low AP concentration at the inlet (Fig-
ure 3.7). As we work with a physiological diffusion coefficient, its small value leads to a high Péclet
number. The distribution of species in flow and near the symmetry walls is observed to be inhomoge-
neous especially within the quarter mesh where the stabilization method seems to be less efficient for
a high Péclet number as already discussed in Stock’s thesis. This leads to an inhomogeneous platelet
adhesion at the glass plate.
Due to its special geometry the chamber generates a region near the stagnation point where the val-
ues for the normal component of velocity are high. Platelets in that region are transported to the surface
much more rapidly than they can react. The species concentration is said to be under condition of reac-
tion kinetics where adhesion is controlled by reaction or at least intermediate kinetics where adhesion
rate is partially controlled by reaction and diffusion. It is not a purely diffusion-controlled process as
might have been expected for a low wall shear rate. This phenomenon may only happen in our system
because the diffusion and reaction at the adhesion surface are not too dissimilar in magnitude. The
diffusion coefficient is in the range of 10−7mm2/s and reaction rate is in the range of 10−6 − 10−5mm/s.
Comparing David’s results with ours much agreement in the value range of diffusion coefficient and
reaction rate can be found. His parameter values for the reaction rate have been chosen to provide good
agreement with Affeld et al.’s data and corresponded to a k-value of about 1.4 · 10−5mm/s at maximum
shear stress. David used a diffusion coefficient of 1.7 ·10−7mm2/s [28] for platelets and we used a value
of 1.477 · 10−7mm2/s.
In order to illustrate the error bars for experimental data from Affeld we have calculated the standard
deviation and confidence interval of 95% (detail evaluation can be seen in Annex A). The figure 3.8
shows a new plot for surface coverage of platelet adhesion including the standard deviation of exper-
imental data. The plot of standard deviation of figure 3.8 as well as the plots of standard error and
confidence intervals in figure 5.7 and figure 5.8 of Annex A may be used for future studies.
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of platelet adhesion to experimental results of Affeld et al. (1995) [3]
with the standard deviation of experimental data
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Conclusions and outlook
4.1 Conclusions
In this work, the platelet adhesion and reaction at different surfaces have been studied for parallel plates
and stagnation point flow using numerical simulation. Simulation cases were run applying a model of
platelet adhesion, activation and aggregation where shear-dependent adhesion can be included via the
reaction rates at the surface. Moreover, it is important to differentiate between the effects on adhesion
from either the enhanced diffusion due to the presence of red blood cells or the shear enhanced adhesion
reaction.
In flow between parallel plates the wall shear rate is considered constant so that the reaction rates
are constant in simulation test cases. Whole blood was used to observe the influence of red blood cells
on platelet diffusion and deposition on collagen coated surfaces.
On the other hand, in non-parallel flow of the stagnation point chamber the wall shear rate, respec-
tively the wall shear stress varies over the radial distance from the stagnation point. The reaction rate
was therefore represented as a function dependent on the wall shear stress. Since PRP was used in
stagnation point flow, the enhanced diffusion could be neglected.
In parallel plates flow the model parameters were studied and well understood. This knowledge
can be used as a reference for fitting of model parameters to other experimental results with similar
flow conditions. With this understanding adequate reaction rates of platelet adhesion to a collagen
surface and the enhanced diffusivity were found in order to produce a best fit to experimental data from
Wagner-and-Hubbell. The parameters are reasonable parameters from a physiological point of view.
The enhanced diffusivity was found to agree with the model of the effective diffusivity reported by
Zydney and Colton.
In the stagnation point chamber the platelet adhesion is nearly zero at the stagnation point but reaches
a maximal value at some distance downstream. As expected from the other research groups, this
characteristic deposition of platelets can only be reproduced by including shear-dependent reaction
rates at the surfaces instead of constant ones. With the obtained parameters numerical simulation
resulted in the maximum platelet adhesion at a radial position slightly greater than the position found
by experiment and an overprediction of adhesion downstream of this position. However, the maximum
of adhesion occurred exactly at the position of maximal wall shear stress. This result is reasonable
since the reaction rates were modeled to be directly shear-dependent.
It has been shown that the model can describe platelet adhesion for a variety of different flow condi-
tions as long as the wall shear stress is a known function of the spatial coordinates.
4.2 Outlook
The current reaction rate function used in this thesis is only an approximate function. Instead of ap-
proximating the shear rate function, shear rate shall be computed from the flow field by the solver in
the future. The reaction rate may be then defined to be directly dependent on the pre-computed shear
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rate values. This method will make it possible to simulate the shear-dependent adhesion in complicate
geometries for example a mechanical heart valve or a blood pump where the wall shear rate distribution
at the reactive surface is too complex to be written in the way of a mathematical expression.
Besides the two applications introduced in this thesis, there is one more application that shall be sim-
ulated in the future, the sudden expansion tube. Within this application more complex flow phenomena
can be observed. A non-constant and shear-dependent reaction rate can be simulated without or with
the effect of enhanced diffusion for various values of hematocrit of the test fluid. Figure 4.1 shows a
short comparison of different conditions for the three applications.
Figure 4.1: Overview of three application for test of ADR-model
In particular for the application of the model to artificial organs, the consideration of other effects
like RBC migration and resulting platelet skimming, shear-induced platelet activation at high shear rate
or shear-thinning effects at low shear rate, it is expected to further improve the agreement of numerical
results with experimental data, respectively the model accuracy.
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Analysis of Affeld’s experiment
The normalized densities
Because of the lack of explanation for some of the important evaluated data by Affeld et al. and in
order to win a better understanding of his method, it was necessary to evaluate this data again. Affeld
et al. mainly discussed the normalized density of depositions from three evaluations which is shown
as a function of a normalized radial distance to the central stagnation point. Here, we evaluated again
this normalized density figures 4, 5 provided in Affeld’s article [3]. Firstly, only the value for the
run over a period of 160 s is analyzed in this thesis. It was assumed that the normalized density of
deposition for this run can be calculated according to the number of marked deposits in figure 5.1 (right
side). The marked spots within each concentric ring were counted and used to calculate the density of
deposition over its ring area. The calculated densities of the concentric rings in their radial distribution
was normalized with the density over the total area of the concentric grid extended from the centre of
the stagnation point to a radial distance of 0.486 mm which corresponds to the last value of normalized
radial distance shown in the plot of figure [3]. These values of radial distance in the plot were already
normalized with the 0.33 mm radius of the bottom plate. This first evaluation resulted in a set of data
shown in table 5.2. The density of platelet adhesion on the bottom plate has a maximal value of about
427 PLT/mm2.
Secondly, the mentioned densities of deposition were not calculated but taken directly from the
plot in figure 5.1 and resulting data are shown in figure 5.3. As it can be seen in figure 5.4, the two
curves resulting from two evaluations with their fitting curves show differences of peak magnitude
and peak position. Therefore, in order to compare the surface coverage from numerical simulation
with experimental data both evaluated values of the normalized density were used to access the final
evaluated surface coverage (FSC). The FSC values in per cent were plotted figure 3.6 which was used
in result analysis in section Platelet adhesion in the stagnation point flow chamber.
The error bars
In order to illustrate the error bars for experimental data from Affeld et al. we have referenced
information in Weller’s article and tried to calculate and represent these error bars in a plot. It is
assumed that the platelet adhesion increases linearly with time. The normalized density for a run over
170s (ND170) returns to normalized density for a run over 160s (ND160) by multiplying with a factor
of (160/170) (see figure 5.5). After calculating in the same way with the normalized density for a run
over 180s (ND180) we have now 3 data points of normalized density for the run over 160s. Each data
of normalized density N1, N2 and N3 yields the percentage of surface coverage SC1, SC2 and SC3
when we assumed that a normalized density of 1 corresponds to a density of 334 PLT/mm2 in Affeld’s
experiments according to the result of the second evaluation shown previously. The average value,
standard deviation, standard error and confidence interval were then calculated according to common
statistical methods [10] from the individual data of surface coverage and are shown in figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.1: Results from the stagnation flow experiment after 160 s are shown. Platelets were
activated with ADP. The depositions light up under a dark field illumination micro-
scope (left top). The locations of the depositions in such were marked manually.
One example is shown (right top) in a concentric grid, which is used to assess
the density in its radial distribution. A plot of the normalized density is shown
(bottom) [3].
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Figure 5.2: First evaluated values from Affeld’s experimental data
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Figure 5.3: Second evaluated values from Affeld’s experimental data
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Figure 5.4: Plot of values from both evaluations of Affeld’s experimental data in the run over
160 s
The standard deviation (SD) is calculated by the formula
S D =
√∑
(X − M)2
n − 1 (5.1)
where X refers to the individual data points, M is the mean for all the n data points. SD is the average
or typical difference between the data points and their mean, M. About two thirds of the data points
will lie within the region of mean ±1 SD, and about 95% of the data points will be within 2 SD of the
mean. The mean value M is the best estimate of the true mean that we would like to know. But how
accurate an estimate is can be shown by inferential error bars such as standard error (SE) of the mean
or a confidence interval (CI). SE is defined as
S E =
S D√
n
. (5.2)
The SE varies inversely with the square root of n, so the more often an experiment is repeated, or the
more samples are measured, the smaller the SE becomes (see figure 5.7). The 95% CIs are approxi-
mately M±4SE if n=3 for example in our case. CIs capture the true mean on about 95% of occasions
(see figure 5.8). The trouble is in real life we do not know this true mean and we never know if our
error bar interval is in the 95% majority and includes the true mean or by bad luck is one of the 5% of
cases that misses this true mean. Therefore, it is highly desirable to use larger n, to achieve narrower
inferential error bars and more precise estimates of true population values. We could only approach
3 data points of Affeld’s experiment not because we recommend using such a small n, but because
researches currently often use such small n values for example in case of Affeld’s experimental data
and it is necessary to be able to interpret their papers [10].
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Figure 5.5: Table 1 of values from evaluations of errors from Affeld’s experimental
Figure 5.6: Table 2 of values from evaluations of errors from Affeld’s experimental
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Figure 5.7: Plot of surface coverage of platelet adhesion in the stagnation point flow. The
standard errors of experimental data are included.
Figure 5.8: Plot of surface coverage of platelet adhesion in the stagnation point flow. The 95%
confidence intervals of experimental data are included.
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Annex B
6.1 Parameter values for the parallel plates system
Number of time step nts = 375; Time step size = 0.2 s
Case krs kas kaa AGG [RP]inlet [AP]inlet [ADP]inlet DPLT Note
02 3.7e-02 4.6e-02 4.6e-02 1.8e-03 0.475 0.05 0.05 6.81e-04
03 3.7e-02 7.2e-02 7.2e-02 1.8e-03 0.475 0.05 0.05 6.81e-04
04 6.2e-02 4.6e-02 4.6e-02 1.8e-03 0.475 0.05 0.05 6.81e-04
05 5.6e-02 5.6e-02 5.6e-02 1.8e-03 0.475 0.05 0.05 6.81e-04
06 6.5e-02 6.8e-02 6.8e-02 1.8e-03 0.475 0.05 0.05 6.81e-04
07 6.5e-02 6.8e-02 8.3e-02 1.8e-03 0.475 0.05 0.05 6.81e-04
09 8.3e-02 6.8e-02 8.3e-02 1.8e-03 0.475 0.05 0.05 6.81e-04
11 3.7e-02 4.6e-02 4.6e-02 1.8e-03 0.65 0.05 0.05 6.81e-04
12 5.8e-02 4.6e-02 4.6e-02 1.8e-03 0.65 0.05 0.05 6.81e-04
13 3.5e-02 2.5e-02 4.6e-02 1.8e-03 0.5 0.2 0.05 6.81e-04
14 3.5e-02 2.5e-02 4.6e-02 1.8e-03 0.5 0.15 0.05 6.81e-04
15 3.5e-02 9.8e-02 4.6e-02 1.8e-03 0.5 0.15 0.05 6.81e-04
16 1.5e-02 9.8e-02 4.6e-02 1.8e-03 0.5 0.15 0.05 6.81e-04
17 1.5e-02 9.8e-02 4.6e-02 1.8e-03 0.5 0.15 0.05 6.81e-04
18 3.0e-02 9.8e-02 4.6e-02 1.8e-03 0.5 0.15 0.05 6.81e-04
19 3.7e-02 1.0e-02 4.6e-02 1.8e-03 0.475 0.05 0.05 6.81e-04
20 3.7e-02 4.6e-02 4.6e-02 1.8e-03 0.95 0.05 0.05 6.81e-04
21 1.5e-02 9.8e-02 4.6e-02 1.8e-03 0.5 0.0 0.0 6.81e-04
22 3.5e-02 9.8e-02 4.6e-02 1.8e-03 0.5 0.15 0.05 9.81e-03
23 3.5e-02 9.8e-02 4.6e-02 1.8e-03 0.5 0.1 0.05 9.81e-03
24 3.5e-02 9.8e-02 4.6e-02 1.8e-03 0.5 0.05 0.05 9.81e-03
26 3.7e-02 4.6e-02 4.6e-02 1.8e-03 0.95 0.0 0.0 6.81e-04
27 9.0e-02 4.6e-02 4.6e-02 1.8e-03 0.95 0.0 0.0 6.81e-04
28 9.0e-02 4.6e-02 4.6e-02 1.8e-03 0.95 0.0 0.95 6.81e-04
32 3.7e-02 4.6e-02 4.6e-02 0.689 0.475 0.05 0.05 6.81e-04
33 3.7e-02 4.6e-02 4.6e-02 100 0.475 0.05 0.05 6.81e-04
34 3.7e-02 4.6e-02 4.6e-02 125 0.475 0.05 0.05 6.81e-04
35 3.7e-02 4.6e-02 4.6e-02 20 0.475 0.05 0.05 6.81e-04
42 3.7e-02 4.6e-02 4.6e-02 1.8e-03 0.475 0.05 0.05 6.81e-04 umax = 10 mm/s
47 3.7e-02 4.6e-02 4.6e-02 1.8e-03 0.475 0.05 0.05 6.81e-04 umax = 25 mm/s
60 3.7e-02 4.6e-02 4.6e-02 1.8e-03 0.475 0.05 0.05 6.81e-04 XNS-Stock
61 3.7e-02 4.6e-02 4.6e-02 100 0.475 0.05 0.05 6.81e-04 XNS-Stock
65 5.0e-03 3.3e-02 1.5e-02 1.8e-03 0.5 0.15 0.05 2.00e-04
Number of time step nts = 40; Time step size = 0.2 s
56 0 0 0 1.8e-03 0 0 0 6.81e-04 umax = 0 mm/s
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Number of time step nts = 750; Time step size = 0.1 s
Case krs kas kaa AGG [RP]inlet [AP]inlet [ADP]inlet DPLT Note
08 7.5e-02 9.8e-02 1.4e-02 1.8e-03 0.475 0.05 0.05 6.81e-04
25 3.7e-02 4.6e-02 4.6e-02 1.8e-03 0.475 0.05 0.05 6.81e-04
28 9.0e-02 4.6e-02 4.6e-02 1.8e-03 0.95 0.0 0.95 6.81e-04
29 3.5e-02 9.8e-02 4.6e-02 1.8e-03 0.5 0.15 0.05 3.00e-03
30 1.5e-02 9.8e-02 2.0e-02 1.8e-03 0.5 0.15 0.05 2.00e-04
31 1.5e-02 8.0e-02 3.0e-02 1.8e-03 0.5 0.15 0.05 2.00e-04
6.2 Parameter values for the stagnation point flow system
Type of mesh: the quarter mesh
Three-species cases
Number of time step nts = 160; Time step size = 1 s; DPLT = 1.477e-07
Case krs kas kaa k(r) AGG [RP]inlet [AP]inlet [ADP]inlet
20 3.7e-06 1.0e-04 1.0e-03 (kas, kaa) · τ(r) 8.6e-2 0.75 0.05 0.48
24 3.7e-06 1.0e-05 1.0e-03 (kas, kaa) · τ(r) 8.6e-2 0.75 0.05 0.48
28 1.0e-06 2.0e-06 1.0e-03 (krs, kas, kaa) · τ(r) 8.6e-2 0.75 0.05 0.48
30 5.0e-07 2.0e-06 1.0e-03 (krs, kas, kaa) · τ(r) 0.0 0.75 0.05 0.48
32 5.0e-07 1.0e-05 1.0e-03 (krs, kas, kaa) · τ(r) 0.0 0.75 0.05 0.48
34 5.0e-07 1.0e-05 1.0e-03 (krs, kas, kaa) · τ(r) 0.0 0.45 0.05 0.48
36 5.0e-06 1.0e-07 1.0e-03 (krs, kas, kaa) · τ(r) 0.0 0.75 0.05 0.48
38 3.7e-06 6.0e-07 1.0e-03 kaa · τ(r) 8.6e-2 0.75 0.05 0.48
One-species cases
Number of time step nts = 160; Time step size = 1 s
[RP]inlet = [ADP]inlet=0.0
Case kas kaa k(r) AGG [AP]inlet DPLT
23 1.0e-06 1.0e-03 kasτ(r), kaaτ(r) 8.6e-2 1.00 1.477e-07
25 1.0e-05 1.0e-03 kasτ(r), kaaτ(r) 0.0 0.60 1.477e-07
27 1.0e-05 1.0e-03 kasτ(r), kaaτ(r) 0.0 0.20 1.477e-07
31 1.0e-05 1.0e-03 kasτ(r), kaaτ(r) 0.0 0.10 1.477e-07
33 6.0e-05 1.0e-03 constant 0.0 0.10 1.477e-07
37 1.0e-05 1.0e-03 kasτ2(r), kaaτ(r) 0.0 0.10 1.477e-07
39 1.0e-05 1.0e-03 kasτ(r), kaaτ(r) 0.0 0.10 1.477e-06
41 6.0e-03 1.0e-03 kaaτ(r) 0.0 0.10 1.477e-07
43 1.0e-03 1.0e-03 kasτ(r), kaaτ(r) 0.0 0.10 1.477e-07
45 1.0e-03 1.0e-03 kasτ(r), kaaτ(r) 0.0 0.10 1.477e-06
47 1.0e-03 1.0e-03 kasτ(r), kaaτ(r) 0.0 0.10 1.477e-03
49 1.0e-03 1.0e-03 kasτ(r), kaaτ(r) 0.0 0.10 1.477e-04
55 5.0e-06 1.0e-03 kasτ(r), kaaτ(r) 0.0 0.20 1.477e-07
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Type of mesh: the complete mesh
One-species cases
Case nts dt restart kas kaa k(r) AGG [AP]inlet DPLT
Stag_360_03 160 1.0 no 1.0e-05 1.0e-03 kasτ(r), kaaτ(r) 0.0 0.10 1.477e-07
Stag_360_04 160 1.0 no 1.0e-05 1.0e-03 kasτ2(r), kaaτ(r) 0.0 0.10 1.477e-07
Stag_360_06 160 1.0 no 1.0e-03 1.0e-03 kasτ(r), kaaτ(r) 0.0 0.10 1.477e-07
Stag_360_07 80 1.0 Stag_360_03 1.0e-05 1.0e-03 kasτ(r), kaaτ(r) 0.0 0.10 1.477e-07
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Annex C
Simulation of a 3D flow chamber
All data generated in this thesis for the parallel plate flow chamber is based on 2D simulations. There-
fore, it is important to make sure that this simplification is valid. An additional 3D flow chamber mesh
was generated. This mesh was based on the 2D standard mesh which was extended in third dimension
z of 0.012 mm length. In this way the 3D mesh also only represents half of the channel.
Navier-Stokes equations were solved on the 3D mesh. Visualization of the simulation data showed
the expected parabolic flow profile. Then the ADR equations were solved on the computed velocity
field. Boundary conditions were chosen as reactive surface at the bottom and according species con-
centrations at the inflow. The parameter values were identical to the values used for case 02 of 2D
simulation. No other explicit boundary conditions were set in xns.in, so that a symmetry condition on
the sides and at the top was used by default. As in the 2D case no explicit boundary condition was set
at the outflow.
Simulation using the 3D mesh results in the curve of platelet deposition shown in figure 7.1. In
comparison with the previous 2D meshes the 3D mesh produces the same platelet deposition with
minor difference in a range of 1%-2%.
Figure 7.1: The growth of platelet deposition in 2D and 3D simulations
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The height of adherent platelets at the bottom wall in the 3D mesh was extracted at different positions
in the z direction. It resulted in curves shown in figure 7.2. The difference among these curves is minor.
Figure 7.2: The growth of platelet deposition at different position in the z-direction of the 3D
mesh.
Figure 7.3: The bottom view of the flow chamber 3D mesh (at top). Representation of the
adherent platelets at the bottom wall of the flow chamber 3D mesh (at bottom).
From this 3D study we conclude that differences in results of 3D and 2D simulations are minor and
that the 2D approach is a valid simplification.
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Annex D
8.1 Analysis procedure and data structure
8.1.1 Summary of the procedure
• Generate mesh in Gridgen or Pointwise.
• Export mesh in ASCII format: .ucd for 2D mesh and .uns for 3D mesh.
• Convert ASCII format to MIXD format using surf2mixd or fv2mixd.
• Analyze the geometry and boundary of the mesh in EnSight.
• Partition the mesh for parallel computing.
• Export the data to computing platform.
• Create nprm file if computation proceeds on large cluster e.g. Jugene, or Bluegene in Garching,...
• Submit job running XNS to solve Navier-Stokes equations or ADR-equations.
• Check the size and the completeness of the resulting data. Check xns.log for residual using
gpconv.
• Remove the data belonging to the lower time slab at each time step in .all file and save with
.space extension (Using script remove_spacetime_records).
• Convert .space file into EnSight readable file out.case by using mixd2ensight program. (mixd2ensight
doesn’t work on Intel but PowerPC)
• Visualize data sets and analyze the result using tools in EnSight.
• Take advantage of the command script in EnSight to save analysis steps into script (.enc).
• It is possible to extract values into a text file in EnSight and again extract the necessary infor-
mation from this text file by using Unix System commands e.g. head, tail, cut, grep,... If it
necessary, a script including all the commands can be written.
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8.1.2 Data types
Type of data contents Data name or prefix Note
Mesh information mxyz, mrng, mien, ASCII mesh files
minf, minf.space, mxyz.space
XNS parameter configuration xns.in
Batch job run.[number of used processors]
Recording procedure xns.log including the information
about the computation
within each time step
Output at recording time steps data.all, s.all
Output at the last time step data.out
8.1.3 Data structure
Data are organized into certain types of folder differently at the computing platform and local working
station. At the computing platform there is a particular folder for all necessary data used in one com-
puting job and for the resulting files. It is called the folder for computation. The resulting data files
can be then loaded to local working station and organized into a folder structure so that it is easy to
recognize the types of data files relating to a certain test case of the application. The following data
structure was used during experiments of the flow chamber and stagnation flow chamber.
Application Computational Folder Note
platform
Flow chamber local FC-AnhMai
First refinement local FC-AnhMai/Flowchamber1
Second refinement local FC-AnhMai/Flowchamber3
3D Simulation AICES Xeon FC-AnhMai/Flowchamber3D
Standard mesh local FC-AnhMai/Standard/Simulations
Stagnation point flow chamber
Simulation of the quarter mesh Jugene TransferStagJugene Computational directory
local STAG-AnhMai/mesh- Local working station
Stagnation-Stock
Simulation of the complete mesh Jugene Stagnation_360 Computational directory
local STAG-AnhMai/Stagnation_360 Local working station
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Data structure within folder:
Folder Subfolder Content Note
Simulations DATEN data.all, data.space With case number
data.space_NV Output of Navier-Stokes
equations computation
s.all, s.space With case number
xns.log With case number
Simulations ENSIGHT-ANALYSE s.space, data.space,
ASCII data, mixd2ensight.in
Dof_01_and_02.enc Ensight script to
extract surface coverage
Ensight2Exel Script for postprocessing
of extracted data
Simulations SURFACE/FALL dof_01 Values of do f _1
-casenumber/ dof_02 Values of do f _2
surface Values of N
Simulations SimulationScripts script_result Script for creating
of data files of the surface
coverage in folder SURFACE
Simulations Makekurve script_input Script for creating
graph of certain case
Simulations main Main script
sortscript Script for sorting data files
Folder Subfolder Content Note
mesh-Stagnation-Stock DATA_OUT data.out With case number
mesh-Stagnation-Stock DATEN-stagnation data.all, s.all With case number
mesh-Stagnation-Stock DOF01-daten dof_01 With case number
mesh-Stagnation-Stock ENSIGHT-ANALYSE data.space, s.space With case number
Coverage_extract.enc Ensight script to
extract surface coverage
and save in coverage_stag
Fluid_Shear_3D.enc Ensight script to
extract shear stress values
mesh-Stagnation-Stock Stag-NVRechnung xns.log, data.out,xns.in Resulting data
from Navier-Stokes
equations computation
mesh-Stagnation-Stock SURFACE-COVERAGE coverage_stag With case number
script_input-2CURVES Plot values from any 2 case
mesh-Stagnation-Stock stag_mesh_3D_90grad.glf Glyph script for
generating the quarter mesh
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XNS input
The general set up and meaning of the configuration can be found in [30, 27]
9.1 Parallel plate flow chamber XNS input
9.1.1 XNS input for Navier-Stokes computation
2D Simulation:
title Flowchamber test Anh: 2D Navier-Stokes
source minf
mien.in mien
mxyz.in mxyz
#boundary condition:
#3 inflow
#7 wall
#5 outflow
#4 symmetryplane
laplace off
stokes off
restart off
steady off
space-time
debug
nsd 2
nen 6
ndf 3
#used units are mm and sec
nts 5
dt 1
ntsbout 1
nit 10
maxinner 200
maxouter 10
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element_length supg
tau_momentum supg
tau_momentum_factor 1.0
material 1 density 1.0
material 1 viscosity 3.42857
#kinematic viscosity is 0.0036 kg.m/s divided by density 1050 kg/m^3
rngdset 3 1 1
rngdset 7 1 1
rngdset 5 0 1
rngdset 4 0 1
noslip 7
rngdexp 3 1 -5000*y*y+1000*y
3D Simulation:
title Flowchamber system: 3D Navier-Stokes equations
#unstrutured mesh with tetrahedral elements
#steady
source minf.space
mien.in mien
mxyz.in mxyz.space
#boundary condition:
#1 wall
#2 symmetry plane
#4 inflow
#5 outflow
#10 NBC0 side wall
#11 NBC1 side wall
restart off
timing on
debug
nsd 3
nen 4
stokes off
semi-discrete
steady on
#units used are mm and sec
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nts 1
#dt 1
nit 50
maxouter 200
maxinner 10
element_length supg
tau_momentum supg
tau_momentum_factor 1.0
ndf 4
material 1 density 1.0
material 1 viscosity 3.42857
#kinematic viscosity of whole blood 40\% is 0.0036 kg.m/s divided by 1050kg/m^3
#Inflow 4
rngdset 4 1 1 1
rngdexp 4 1 -5000*y*y+1000*y
#Wall 1 no slip
noslip 1
#Symmetry plane
rngdset 2 0 1 1
#Outflow 5
rngdset 5 0 1 1
#NBC0 10
rngdset 10 0 1 1
#NBC1 11
rngdset 11 0 1 1
9.1.2 XNS input for ADR equations computation
2D Simulation
title Flowchamber system: 2D Advection-Diffusion
# mesh input (space-time triangular)
source minf
mien.in mien
mxyz.in mxyz
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#boundary condition:
#3 inlet
#4 symmetry upper
#5 outlet
#7 lower wall
restart off
timing on
debug
#model parameters
nsd 2
nen 6
ndf 4
advection
laplace off
steady off
# x y z velocity profile
ambient 50*(1.0-(0.1-y)*(0.1-y)/0.01) 0 0
#units used are mm and sec
# time-integration parameters
space-time
nts 375
ntsbout 5
dt 0.2
# nonlinear iterations
nit 10
# GMRES solver parameters
maxouter 6
maxinner 60
# stabilization parameters
element_length supg
tau_momentum supg
tau_momentum_factor 1.0
# diffusivities
material 1 viscosity 6.80625e-4
# for resting PLT
material 2 viscosity 6.80625e-4
# for activated PLT
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material 3 viscosity 2.57e-4
# for ADP
material 4 viscosity 6.80625e-4
# for aggregate
# unit of diffusivity mm^2/s
#Initial concentration
initexp 1 0.0
initexp 2 0.0
initexp 3 0.0
initexp 4 0.0
#Platelet adhesion, activation and aggregation model parameters
platelet_model adr_1 3.6 1.8e-3
#bodyexp 1 (-[3]*heaviside([3]-1.0)*[1])
#bodyexp 2 ([3]*heaviside([3]-1.0)*[1]-0.0018*sqr([2]))
#bodyexp 3 (3.6*[3]*heaviside([3]-1.0)*[1])
#bodyexp 4 (0.0018*sqr([2]))
reactive 7 0.267 3.7e-2 4.6e-2 4.6e-2 3.6
slip 4
rngdset 3 1 1 1
rngdexp 3 1 0.475
rngdexp 3 2 0.05
rngdexp 3 3 0.05
rngdexp 3 4 0.0
3D Simulation:
title Flowchamber system: 3D Advection-Diffusion
#unstrutured mesh with tetrahedral elements
source minf
mien mien
mxyz mxyz
mrng mrng
#boundary condition:
#1 wall
#2 symmetry plane
#4 inflow
#5 outflow
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#10 NBC0 side wall
#11 NBC1 side wall
restart off
timing on
debug
nsd 3
nen 8
advection
laplace off
#using the velocity field computed from Navier-Stokes equations
daux data.aux
ambient steady
steady off
space-time
#units used are mm and sec
nts 375
ntsbout 5
dt 0.2
nit 10
maxouter 6
maxinner 60
element_length supg
tau_momentum supg
tau_momentum_factor 1.0
ndf 4
material 1 viscosity 6.80625e-4
# resting PLT
material 2 viscosity 6.80625e-4
# activated PLT
material 3 viscosity 2.57e-4
# ADP
material 4 viscosity 6.80625e-4
# aggregated PLT
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# unit of diffusivity mm^2/s
#Initial concentrations
initexp 1 0.0
initexp 2 0.0
initexp 3 0.0
initexp 4 0.0
platelet_model adr_1 3.6 1.8e-3
#bodyexp 1 (-[3]*heaviside([3]-1.0)*[1])
#bodyexp 2 ([3]*heaviside([3]-1.0)*[1]-0.0018*sqr([2]))
#bodyexp 3 (3.6*[3]*heaviside([3]-1.0)*[1])
#bodyexp 4 (0.0018*sqr([2]))
reactive 1 0.267 3.7e-2 4.6e-2 4.6e-2 3.6
#slip 2
#noslip 10
#noslip 11
rngdset 4 1 1 1 1
rngdexp 4 1 0.475
rngdexp 4 2 0.05
rngdexp 4 3 0.05
rngdexp 4 4 0.0
9.2 Stagnation point flow XNS input
9.2.1 XNS input for Navier-Stokes computation
title Stagnation 3D 2000k ADR
source minf
mien mien
mrng mrng
mxyz mxyz
timing on
debug
nprmread
restart off
ninner 150
nouter 4
nsd 3
nen 8
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stokes off
steady on
space-time on
nit 50
nts 10
ntsbout 2
tau_momentum shakib
tau_momentum_factor 1.0
tau_continuity_factor 1.0
element_length diagonal
# all units in kg, mm, sec
material 1 viscosity 1.3
material 1 density 1.0
# solid surface (1)
rngdset 1 1 1 1
# outflow (5)
rngdset 5 0 1 0
# symmetry 0 (11)
rngdset 11 0 0 1
# slip 2
# symmetry 90 (12)
rngdset 12 1 0 0
# farfield (3)
rngdset 3 1 1 1
# inflow (4)
rngdset 4 1 1 1
# units in mm, sec
rngdexp 4 2 -31.515050*(1.0-((x*x+z*z)/0.112225))
turbulence_model none
9.2.2 XNS input for ADR equations computation
title Stagnation 3D 2000k ADR_stock testcase
# all units in mm, sec and kg
#mesh input (space-time tetrahedral)
source minf
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mien mien
mrng mrng
mxyz mxyz
nprmread
restart off
timing on
debug
nsd 3
nen 8
ndf 4
space-time on
advection
laplace off
steady off
ninner 50
nouter 5
nit 5
nts 160
ntsbout 40
dt 1.0
tau_momentum shakib
tau_momentum_factor 1.0
tau_continuity_factor 1.0
element_length diagonal
# ambient velocity from pre-computed stagnation point flow
daux data.aux
ambient steady
# 1=RP, 2=AP, 3=ADP, 4=Aggregates
material 1 viscosity 1.477e-07
material 2 viscosity 1.477e-07
material 3 viscosity 2.57e-04
material 4 viscosity 1.477e-07
initexp 1 0.0
initexp 2 0.0
initexp 3 0.0
initexp 4 0.0
platelet_model adr_1 3.6 0.000
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# New configuration input for k-value in XNS-Stock:
#for krs
kexp 1 1 0.267 3.7e-03
# shear-dependent reaction rate as a function of the coordinates:
#for kas
kexp 1 2 0.267 heaviside(0.6-sqrt((x*x)+(z*z))/0.67)*(1.0e-05)
*(-31.645*sqr(sqrt((x*x)+(z*z))/0.67-0.429)+5.824)+heaviside(sqrt((x*x)+(z*z))/
0.67-0.6)*(1.0e-05)*(0.124*sqr(sqr(sqrt((x*x)+(z*z))/0.67-3.0))+0.795)
#for kaa
kexp 1 3 0.267 heaviside(0.6-sqrt((x*x)+(z*z))/0.67)*(1.0e-03)
*(-31.645*sqr(sqrt((x*x)+(z*z))/0.67-0.429)+5.824)+heaviside(sqrt((x*x)+(z*z))/
0.67-0.6)*(1.0e-03)*(0.124*sqr(sqr(sqrt((x*x)+(z*z))/0.67-3.0))+0.795)
# inflow (4)
rngdset 4 1 1 1 1
rngdexp 4 1 0.0
rngdexp 4 2 0.10
rngdexp 4 3 0.0
rngdexp 4 4 0.0
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Abbreviations
2D 2-dimensional
3D 3-dimensional
ADP Adenosine diphosphate
ADR Advection-diffusion-reaction
Agg Doublet aggregate
AP Activated platelet
ATP Adenosine triphosphate
BC Boundary condition
CATS Chair for Computational Analysis of Technical Systems
FEM Finite Element Method
FSC Final evaluated surface coverage
PDGF Platelet derived growth factor
PLT Platelet
RP Resting platelet
PRP Platelet rich plasma
RBC Red blood cell
SEM Scanning electron microscope
SUPG Streamline-Upwind Petrov-Galerkin
VWF von Willebrand factor
XNS Executable Navier Stokes
τ shear stress
γ˙ shear rate
η dynamic viscosity
Ω bounded domain
Γ boundary domain
ρ density
σ stress tensor
I identity tensor
u flow velocity
ε rate of strain tensor
α0 capture efficiency
λapr amount of released agonist during activation
A area
Act indicator for platelet activation
AGG characteristic number for the aggregation of doublet
[apr]crit critical concentration of platelet released agonist
ci concentration of species i
Da Damkohler number
Db,i Brownian diffusion coefficient of species i
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De,Keller enhanced diffusion coefficient according to Keller’s model
De,Z−C enhanced diffusion coefficient according to model of Zydney and Colton
Di diffusion coefficient of species i
dof_1 percentage of free surface at wall
dof_2 percentage of surface coverage through adhesion of activated to wall-adherent activated platelets
f body forces
G average shear rate
H height
Hct hematocrit
[i] Concentration of species i
Ji flux of species i toward or outward a reactive surface
jc capture frequency of colliding platelets
js collision frequency of platelets
k¯ average reaction rate
kaa adhesion rate of activated platelets in flow to an already adherent platelet
kas adhesion rate of activated platelets to a reactive surface
kpa function describes platelet activation state
krs adhesion rate of resting platelets to a reactive surface
L length
M∞ The capacity of the surface for platelets
M(x, t) percentage of the already covered surface
N number of adherent platelet per 1000 µm2
p pressure
Pe Pe´clet number
[PLT ]∞ Initial platelet concentration
Q˙ flow volume rate
r radial distance
Re Reynolds number
RPLT platelet radius
RRBC red blood cell radius
S i reaction term of species i
S (x, t) percentage of the surface available for adhesion
tact activation time
umax maximal velocity
* dimensionless variables
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